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January 20, 2009

UN#09-100

Mr. William P. Seib
Chief, Maryland Section Southern
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers - Baltimore District
10 S. Howard Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Subject: Joint Federal/State Application of Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project, LLC and UniStar
Nuclear Operating Services, LLC, Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Site, Lusby,
Calvert County, Maryland, USACE Tracking No. NAB-2007-08123-M05

Reference: UniStar Letter UN#08-085 from Dimitri Lutchenkov (UniStar) to William P. Seib
(USACE), dated December 2, 2008

Dear Mr. Seib:

Enclosed please find updated responses to Questions 3-6, 10 and 13 submitted originally by
Reference 1. These updates provide clarification as requested by Ms. K. Anderson on
12/10/08.

Please do not hesitate to contact me at 410-470-5524 if you have any questions concerning the
attached response.

Sincerely,

Dimitri Lutchenkov

Enclosures
cc: Kathy Anderson - USACE

Thomas Fredrichs - NRC
Susan Gray - PPRP
Robert Tabisz- MDE
Jeff Thomson - MDE
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Question 3

A detailed analysis of the steps taken to minimize the proposed on-site impacts and the
reasons for amending the project as changes developed from the initial proposal
through to the current proposal and ultimately to a project that would further
minimize the currently proposed impacts, including a complete description of the
criteria used to identify, evaluate, and screen project alternatives. This on-site analysis
does not preclude the necessity to review of the off-site alternatives or various forms of
energy. This information must include the following:

a. Methods to avoid and minimize impacts to waters of the U.S.
i. Methods to minimize dredging and construction related turbidity
ii. Methods to minimize adverse effects to water quality
iii. Methods to minimize adverse effects to natural and cultural resources

b. Quantify impacts to waters of the U.S. (both temporary and permanent) to all
waters of the U.S., including jurisdictional wetlands, for each on-site project
alternative. For waterways, include both the linear feet of waterway impacts
(measured along the centerline of the waterway) and square fee of impact; for
wetlands, include both square foot and acreage impacts; and for temporary wetland
impacts, quantify any change in wetland classification (e.g., palustrine forested to
palustrine emergent, etc.) and method of work to accomplish these changes.

RESPONSE

Question 3
The placement of the proposed CCNPP Unit 3 was designed to minimize
environmental impacts, while maintaining the integrity of the existing CCNPP campus.
A site layout study was conducted to select an appropriate location on the CCNPP
campus for Unit 3 (Attachments la and 1b). The site selection criteria used to evaluate
potential sites (north, south and west parcels) included: environmental impacts;
security; land use and zoning; feasibility of construction; switchyard and transmission
lines; impact to existing -facilities, and process studies. As part of the environmental
impact study, aesthetics, wetlands, threatened and endangered species,
environmentally sensitive habitats, sound, air, and areas of historic and archaeological
significance were evaluated. Choice of cooling water systems, water sources, and plant
design specifications, were all made so as to minimize adverse effects to groundwater,
the Chesapeake Bay, and the flora and fauna of the site and its environs. Specifically,
the hybrid cooling tower design is a low profile design capability intended to minimize



if not totally avoid visual impact from both land and water sides. The plant itself will
be situated such that it will be inland of the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area (CBCA) again
minimizing visual impact. (The current planned mitigation in the.CBCA increases the
FIDS habitat by reforesting resulting in extending contiguous forest area within the
CBCA and removes impervious area as well.) Placement of CCNPP Unit 3 2,500 ft
away from and further inland than Units 1 and 2 allows for minimal impacts to the
existing infrastructure of the CCNPP campus. Efforts were made to avoid impacts to
wetlands by selecting a configuration that optimized use of uplands to the largest extent
possible.

Based on the aforementioned criteria, it was determined that the south parcel would be
the most ecologically sound location for the construction of CCNPP Unit 3.

3a. The Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 project will implement Best Management Practice
,(BMP) and Best Available Technologies (BATs) to ensure environmental
compliance with applicable state and/or federal requirements to minimize
turbidity during dredging and pile driving operations. BMP will be based on
utilization of technical guide documents such as:
1) Maryland Standards and Specifications for Soil Erosion and Sediment

Control, Maryland Department of the Environment, Water Management
Administration, 1994;

2) Maryland Stormwater Design Manual, Volumes I and II, Maryland
Department of the Environment, Water Management Administration, 2000;
and

3) USACE Dredging Operations and Environmental Research (DOER) Program
document ERDC TN-DOER-E21, "Silt Curtains as a Dredging Project
Management Practice", September 2005 (Attachment 2).

Typical topics covered in these guides include planning considerations (site-
specific project conditions), design criteria, construction specifications (curtains
and other materials), installation or deployment, removal, and maintenance.
Consultation with qualified vendors (see examples, Attachment 3) will also be
utilized to ensure BMP and BAT.

Efforts were made to avoid and minimize impacts to cultural resources to the
extent possible considering the required contiguous area required to facilitate the
major components (power block, cooling towers and switchyard) of an electric
power nuclear facility. All cultural resource impacts were identified, are being
evaluated by the Maryland Historical Trust (MHT), and a Memorandum of
Agreement (MOA) will be entered into as required by CPCN condition 57 to
ensure necessary protections are in place.



3b, Provided below is an upper level summary of the stages of avoidance and/or
minimization of on-site wetlands impacts. It should be noted that due to the
magnitude/size of contiguous area required for the project, complete avoidance
of some impacts to environmental categories, such as wetlands and cultural
resources, associated with the CCNPP Unit 3, was not feasible. Attachment 4
contains a detailed response to 3b including four figures showing layout of the
four configurations evaluated.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE

The operating license for Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 expires 7/31/2034. The operating
license for Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 expires 8/13/2036. At the present time there are
no plans for the construction of a fourth unit at the Calvert Cliffs site.
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Calvert Cliffs 3 Project, LLC and UniStar Nuqlear Operating Services, LLC
Revision 1 - January 20, 2009

Question 4

A revised proposal to reduce wetland and stream impacts to the minimum necessary to
meet access and safety requirements.

a. Relocate or redesign the proposed construction laydown areas to uplands.

b. Modify the construction schedule so that the areas proposed for permanent impacts
could be utilized as construction laydown areas.

c. Construct a retaining wall for the switchyard in lieu of the proposed grading.

RESPONSE

4a. An upland laydown area containing approximately 60 acres is located northwest
of the power block and adjacent to the existing Units 1 and 2 laydown yards
(located within the Lake Davies area). The remaining laydown areas are required
for staging areas for major components and critical materials that will be
incorporated into the new plant. Due to the large size of some components and
volume of materials that must be moved into the nuclear island, turbine island,
and cooling tower coupled with the limited access into those areas, the designated
laydown areas are critical to support essential material control and safe material
handling activities.

4b. The switchyard and cooling tower areas are to be utilized as staging and
fabrication areas for the first few years of construction for the larger modules that
will be fabricated near the nuclear island. The area to the south of the power block
will be utilized for erection of two concrete batch plants and their required
aggregate and cement storage. The placement of the batch plant near the nuclear
island, the turbine island, and the cooling tower is necessary to minimize concrete
transport times and improve the ability to place quality concrete in these critical
structures.

4c. A retaining wall could be added along the west of the construction access road
which runs along the western side of the switchyard. However, this retaining wall
would only reduce the impacts directly associated with the embankments and
would not decrease impacts associated with the switchyard itself nor the



stormwater management features west of the construction access road (e.g.,
stormwater pond, filtration trench).

Therefore, it is not practicable to further reduce the wetland and stream impacts within
the construction areas.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE

Access to the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 site is provided by Route 2/4 and the barge slip on the
Chesapeake Bay. This access will be limited by anticipated restrictions which may be imposed
by the State on the volume of traffic accessing the site from Route 2/4 and by size and weight
restrictions that may limit the use of Route 2/4 as a primary means to support construction
activities. Additional access limitations will occur due to the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area
("CBCA") located east of the Power Block and due to the heavy haul road and existing parking
lots for Units 1 and 2 located north of the Power Block construction. Also, the existing Camp
Conoy access road is considered an emergency evacuation route for Units 1 and 2, as such must
remain open during construction. Additionally, the western perimeter of the site will be closed
off at two to three years into construction due to switchyard construction.

Finally, the area to the south of the Power Block is required for construction activities,
construction offices and a laydown area to assemble and stage construction materials and large
equipment. A planned concrete batch plant will be located as close as possible to the Power
Block construction site to ensure the required quality of concrete needed for nuclear containment
structures and to facilitate adherence to the project schedule by creating efficiencies that may be
lost by trucking the concrete to the construction site.

The attached sketch shows two options for a retaining wall located to the West of the
Unit 3 Switchyard:

" Option 1 provides for a retaining wall that would preserve the existing storm water
management features required to drain the Unit 3 Switchyard. This retaining wall option
has the approximate dimensions of 700 ft long by 40 ft high. This wall would cost
approximately $2 million. Estimated wetland savings provided a 30 ft setback from the
wall is 0.3 acres.

" Option 2 provides a retaining wall immediately adjacent to the storm water basin. This
retaining wall option has the approximate dimensions of 1100 ft long by 60 ft high. An
order of magnitude estimate for this option is $5 million to $10 million given there are
numerous uncertainties and significant engineering and construction challenges for a
retaining wall system of this size. The drainage from the storm water basin would require
re-engineering and may increase the Limits of Disturbance. Estimated wetland savings
provided a 30 ft setback from the wall is 0.75 acres.
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Question 5

A revised proposal to reduce impacts t.tidal waters to the minimum necessary for
ingress and egress and erosion control.

a. Reduce the width of the proposed dredge channel to the minimum necessary for
barge ingress and egress and to ensure dredge barge access for the proposed method
of dredging

b. Reduce the stone revetment footprint channeiward of the intake area.

c. Reduce the length and width of the impact area for the discharge pipe and fish
return to the minimum necessary to meet the purpose of these projects aspects.

RESPONSE

5a. The barge area width duplicates the original design for Units 1 and 2 (i.e.,
maintenance dredging) and is based on allowing for up to 4 barges to be moored at
given time to accommodate deliveries during the peak construction period. For
reference, see original plant drawing C-29, titled "Offshore Construction Plan -
Sheet 2.

5b. The width at base of the riprap protection of 115-ft can be reduced based on the
contour and 3:1 slope, to 95-ft. with toe included. This goes to a bottom elevation of
El. -22 ft. (shown on Figure 3A). Separately, the top width of armor protection will
be changed to 10-ft. instead of 6-ft., as shown.

5c The length of the fish return pipe (Ref. Figure 4A) is based on having the outlet pipe
discharge below the mean low low water (MLLW) to ensure survivability of the fish
being returned to the bay through the fist return system. The width of impact area
is based on dredging a 5-foot wide pipe channel with 5:1 side slopes. The width and
side slopes selected are based on practical dredging limitations and to provide
adequate width to ensure that the pipe channel does not fill in prior to installing the
pipe, which could potentially require re-dredging of the area prior to placing the
outfall. The upper soils that will be dredged are recent sediments and are soft.
Smaller and/or steeper slopes will likely encounter constructability issues.



t' . I

The length of the discharge pipe (Ref. Figure 5B) is based on requiring the outfall to
be set at Elevation -10 ft. for system design requirements. As with the fish return
line, the width is based on dredging a 3' - 6' wide trench with 5:1 side slopes. The
width and side slopes selected are based on practical dredging limitations and
provide adequate width to ensure that the pipe channel does not fill in prior to
installing the pipe, which could potentially require re-dredging of the area prior to
placing the outfall. The upper soils that will be dredged are recent sediments and arle
soft. Smaller and/or steeper slopes will likely encounter constructability issues.

Therefore, it is not practicable to further reduce the length and width of the

impacted areas.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE:

A revised Figure 3-B is attached.

-2-
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Calvert Cliffs 3 Project, LLC and UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC
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Question 6

A detailed mitigation plan
a. Proposed mitigation methods.
b. Proposed mitigation site(s).
c. Wetland creation and enhancement plans.

i. Planting and grading plans.
ii. Hydrologic inputs and maintenance of hydrology.
iii. Monitoring and restoration plan.

d. Stream Mitigation
i. Baseline plan
ii. Existing site conditions plan including photographic documentation;

channel cross section; pattern and profile; ordinary high water mark
(OHWM); and channel and structure stability in relationship to
permanent survey markers that shall be installed.

iii. Proposed project plans.
iv. Project plans related to the existing site conditions and the proposed

conditions, including all structures or fill; dimensions of structures or
fill; proposed water depths relative to the OHWM; channel cross
section; pattern and profile; and channel and structure stability in
relationship to permanent survey markers.

e. Distinction between the wetland and stream mitigation plan, critical areas
mitigation plan, forest mitigation plan and forest interior dwelling bird (FIDS)
habitat mitigation plan.

RESPONSE

6a-d Attached is a copy of the Concept Nontidal Wetland and Stream Mitigation Plan. A final
mitigation plan will be submitted prior to issuance of the US Army Corps of Engineers
non-tidal wetland permit. This final mitigation plan will incorporate appropriate changes
based upon the collection of additional field data, input from various agencies, and public
comment.

6e The Concept Nontidal Wetland and Stream Mitigation Plan for the CCNPP Unit 3 project
proposes wetland creation and enhancement and stream restoration and enhancement as
mitigation for the loss ofjurisdictional waters of the United States and waters of the State
of Maryland as a result of development of the Unit 3 facility. This compensatory
mitigation plan does not include mitigation for impacts to the Chesapeake Bay Critical
Area (CBCA), even though one of the proposed mitigation sites occurs in the CBCA.



Selection of candidate sites for the CBCA mitigation plan, the forest mitigation plan, and
the forest interior dwelling species (FIDS) habitat mitigation plan are being considered
separately, and the proposed forested wetland creation site has been designed to have the
added advantage of being consistent with the habitat goals for the CBCA-continuous
forest canopy and FIDS habitat. Figure 1-6e, attached, presents the mitigation sites for the
wetland and stream mitigation plan, the forest mitigation plan, and the FIDS habitat
mitigation plan.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE

In the proceeding before the Maryland Public Service Commission for the granting of a
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) to construct Calvert Cliffs Unit
3, PPRP has recommended, as of October 24, 2008, a series of initial licensing
conditions. The recommended licensing conditions are attached and include Condition 53
which states "UniStar shall pay $5,000 to DNR (by December 31, 2008) to be applied
to the cost of mapping the substrate of NOB 19-2 in the vicinity of the Project.
UniStar shall also fund, up to a capped amount of $45,000 per acre (2008 dollars),
the cost of moving, creating, or restoring oyster habitat equal to the area of bottom
in NOB 19-2 that would be directly, adversely impacted by UniStar's new dredging
or filling of tidal wetlands within NOB 19-2 pursuant to Condition 44. This effort
will be completed within two (2) years of the completion of USACE/MDE authorized
work in tidal wetlands."

With regards to oyster mitigation in the 1970's, attached is the direct testimony of Paul C.
Myers which was submitted in the CPCN proceeding at the evidentiary hearings held in
August, 2008. The oyster mitigation in the 1970's is captured here beginning on line 14
of page 15. Exhibit B which is attached to this document contains copies of various
records that support the mitigation efforts. In summary, 500 acres of the original 680
acres of oyster bar in front of the plant were removed and transplanted to another oyster
bar in Calvert County as mitigation for the construction of Units I and 2 of the original
plant. In addition, the Baltimore Gas and Electric Company (BGE) paid the sum of
$200,000 as additional compensation for rehabilitation of natural oyster bars in Calvert
County.

-2-



DNR Exhibit

STATE OF MARYLAND

October 24, 2008

The Honorable Douglas RM. Nazarian
Chairman Public Service Commission
6 St. Paul Center
Baltimore, Maryland 21202

Re: Case No. 9127, In the Matter of the Application of Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project LLC and
UniStar Operating Services, LLC (,UniStar') for a Certificate of Public Convenience and
Necessity to Construct: aNuclear Power Plant. in Calvert County, Maryland

Dear Chairman Nazarian:

In accordance with Section 3-306(b) of the Natural Resources Article and the process
described in Sections 7-207 and 7-208 of the Public Utility Companies Article, we are enclosing our
revised initial recommendations in Case Number 9127 on behalf of the Departments of Natural
Resources, Environment, Agriculture, Transportation, Business and. Economic Development and
Planning and the Maryland Energy Administration. Our recommendation and proposed conditions
relate to the application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CPCN) for UniStar
to construct a 1710MWgcnerating facility in Calvert County, Maryland.

.On July 16. 2008, we filed a letter of recommendation. in this proceeding that, in addition to
recommending that the proposed project be granted, incorporated a set. of conditions we had
determined weremnecessary and appropriate to protect the public interest and assure that the Project
would comply with statutory and regulatory requirements.Since that, filing was made, UniStar
made several revisions to its proposed project and has requested revisions to the State's initial
recommended conditions. The water appropriation conditions have been a particular area of
focus, as UniSlar has requested several .:changes to the substance: of those conditions, including an
increase in the amount of surface waternappiopriation.needed for Unit 3 opcration. UniStar also
introduced changes to their air emission estimates. While, these changes have not altered the
State's general.conclusions regarding the acceptability of the project, they did. require the State
agencies to conduct significant re-evaluations of the impacts associated with these technical areas. In
addition to the water supply and air quality re-evaluations, the Department of Natural Resources
further analyzed the potential impact to oyster habitat due to dredging in the Chesapeake Bay.
These revisions and reevaluations have resulted in modifications to many of the conditions..

Based on our review of the revised application and associated environmental information,
we have concluded that the site is suitable and that the plant can:be constructed aud operated in
accordance with all applicable environmental regulations provided the Certificate incorporates the
attached recommendations as conditionsto the CPCN. In the course of further proceedings,. should
circumstances require, we will provide our final recommendations and conditions for the project in
accordance with Section 7-207(d)(4) of the Public Utility Companies Article.



The Honorable Douglas R .M Nazarian
October 24, 2008
Page 2,nf2

Sincerely,

Roger f. Richards6n
Department of Agriculture

I
'David W. Edgerley ".

Department of Business and
Economic Development

John D. Poreari

•epartmoent of Transportation

May lconlm ho Shari T. Wilson
Maryland: Energy Ad on eu ent of e Environment

.Department of Na I .Resources



Recommended Licensing Conditions - Revised 24 October 208
PSC Case No. 9127
UniStar Nuclear Energy, LLC

General

1. a. Except as otherwise provided for in the following provisions, the application for
the Cer tificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (CCN) by Calvert Cliffs 3
Nuclear Project, LLC, and'UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC (owner and
operator, respectively and collectively "tUniStar") is considered to be part of this
ClCN for the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 Project (Calvert Cliffs Unit 3). The application
consists of the original application received by the Maryland Public Service
Commission (PSC) in November 2007 and subsequent amendments that have been
filed with the Commission prior to the issuance of this CPCN. Except as provided
in paragraphs (b) and (c) below, construction of the facility shall be undertaken in
accordance with the CPCN application and subsequentamendments. If there are
any inconsistencies betweenthe conditions specified below and the application,
the conditions in this CPCN shall take precedence- If CPCN conditions incorporate
federal or state laws or regulations through paraphrased language, where there is
any incoisistency between the paraphrased language and.the actual state or
federal laws or regulations beingparaphrased, the applicable federal or state laws
or regulations shall take precedence.

b. In addition to the requirementi set forth in the following.provisions of this CPCtN,
the construction of the facility may'be subject to requirements or conditions
imposed by the US. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in its licensing
process. To the extent tha tthe.NRC provlsin (1) is required to ensure the
radiological protection of public health and safety, or provide for defense and
security concerns and (2) conflicts with therconditions specified in the CPCN, the
NRC provision shalltake precedence subject to this Commission's review and
determination that (1) the NRC requirement takes..precedence and J2) is in conflict
with the conditions imposed by this 0C1N. The Commission shall revise a
condition to beconsistent with the NRC requirement(s) only after consultation
with the appropriate State agency or agencies whose conditions are affected by this
determination.

c. In the application,, estimates of dimensions, volumes, emission rates, opeating
rates, feed rates, and hours of operation are not deemed enforceable numericlimits
except to the extent that they axe necessary to make a deternination of compliance
with applicable statutes and regulations. To the extent that the terms and
conditions set forth herein rely upon the information contained in the application
to develop conditions deemed necessary to ensure compliance with applicable
regulatory requirements, the dimensions, volumes, emission rates, operating rates,
feed rates, and hours of operation are deemed enforceable limits necessary to:
comply with applicable statutes and regulations.

d. Prior to the beginning of any site clearing or construction pursuant to this CPCN,
UniStar shall develop a proposed protocol for access and inspection of the site by

Case No. 9127 .1 240ttabmr0



State and local agencies for both the construction and operation of the facility.
UniStar shall submit the proposed protocol to the Commission for approval. The
Comissionshall consult with affected agencies before approving the protocol.
UniStar may revise the protocol as necessary to ensure compliance with NRC
requirements, but shall submit any revisions to the Commission for review and
approval.

2. If any provision of this CPCN shallbe held inv•alid for any reason,m the:remaining
provisions shall remain in full force and effect and suchinvalid provision shall be
considered severed and deleted from this CPCN.

3. Representatives of the Maryland PSC shall be afforded escorted access to the Calvert
Cliffs Unit 3 Project location at any reasonable time to conduct inspections and
evaluations necessary to assure compliance with the CPCN in accordance wi-h the
protocol pursuant to Condition 1(d) above. Subject to any applicable confidentiality
and security requirements set forth in the approved protocol UniStar shall provide
suchassistance as may be necessary to conductsuch inspections and evaluations by
representatives of the PSC effectively and safely.

4. In accordance with the protocol approved pursuant to Condition 1(d), representatives
of the Maryland Department of the Environment (MD*E) and the Calvert County
Health Department shall be afforded escorted access to the Calvert Clifs Unit 3 Project
location at any reasonable time to conduct inspections and evaluations necessary to
assure compliance with the CPCN requirements. SubJect to any applicable
confidentiality and security requirements set forth in the approved protocol, UniStar
shall provide such assistance as reasonably may be necessarylto conduct such
inspections and evaluations effectively and safely, which may include but need not be
limitedlto the following:

a. Inspecting construction authorized under this CPCN;

b. Sampling any materials stored or processed on site, or any waste or discharge into
the environment;

c. Inspecting any monitoring or recording eqidpment required by ihiz CPCN or
applicable regulations;

d. Having access to or copying any records required tobe kept by UniStar pursuant
to this CPCN or applicable regulations;

e. Obtaining any photographic documentation and evidence; and

f. Determining compliance with the conditions and regulations specified in the
CPCN.

5. In the event that UniStar commencestsite preparation/ preconstruction activities and
subsequently either (a) the NRC does not issue an operating license, or (b) UniStar
decides not to. proceed with construction and operation of Calvert Cliffs Unit 3,
UniStar shall be responsible for returningthe site to a long-term environmentally

:Ce No. 9127Y 2 24 OCtfbe2M0



stable condition. If either (a) or (b) occurs, UniStar shall inform the PSC within sixty
(60) days and at the same time will describe specific'measures that will be taken to
stabilize the site. Such measures: will depend upon the status of site preparation or
preconstruction that has already occurred; however, at a minimum, UniStar must
consider appropriate actions to address the following areas:

Stornwaier management measures and erosion/sedinment control as required by
Conditions 40 and 54;

Wetlands mitigation and buffering as required by.Conditions 44 and 46, and as
specified in the joint federal/State wetlands permit;

*-Revegetation and reforestation as required by Conditions 47 and 48,and as
specified in the approved Forest Conservation Plan;

* Protection for species and habitats as required by Conditions 45, 49, 50, 51, 52, and
53, and as specified by the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Commission and the joint
federal/State wetlands permift and

o Mitigation for cultural resource impacts as required by Condition 57, and as
specified in the'Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) with Maryland Historical
Trust OVMTI).

UniStarshall work with the Maryland Power Plant Research Program (PPRP) to obtain
PSC approval of its site stabilization plan and shall complete implementation of the
approved plan on the schedule outlined in the plan.

Water SUP*yl

I. Surface Water Sun1ly for Operations

6. This CKN authorizes UWiStar to appropriate and use surface waters of the State.
Appropriation means a withdrawal, movement, or diversion of water from its source
of natural occurrence. The appropriation shall be tracked under MDE Water
Management Administration (WMA) permit number CA.XXXXXX. The surface
water appropriation shall be subject to the following conditions:

a. Allocation- The surface water withdrawal granted by this appropriation is
limited to a daily average of 63,000,000 gallons on a yearly basis anda
maximum daily withdrawal of 72,000,000 gallons;

b. Use-The water shall be used for€cooling water and operational uses for the
new unit designated Calvert Cliffs Nuclear rower Plant Unit 3, and may be
used for operational uses at the Calvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2 in accordance with
Condition 36;

c. Source- The water shall be withdrawn from the Chesapeake Bay; and

d. Location-The'point of withdrawal shall be a new intake on the Chesapeake
Bay adjacent to the south side of the Units I and 2intake structure.

Case No. 9W2 3 24 October 2
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7. Iniation of Withdrawal- UniStar shall notify MDE WMA by certified mail when
withdrawals for the uses specified in this appropriation have been initiated, This
appropriation shall expire if water withdrawal is not commenced within seven (7)
years after the effective date of issuance of the CPCN. The time limit has been
established based on the anticipated construction schedule and necessary review and
approval of the. project by the NRC. The time limit may be extended for good cause, at
the discretion of MDE WMA, upon written request to MDE WMA prior to the
expiration of the seven-year period Withdrawal associated with operating the
desalination plant for generation of fresh water for construction or operation qualifies
as initiation.

8. Change of Operations- UniStar shall report any anticipated change in appropriation,
which may result in a new ordifferent withdrawal, quantity, source, or place of use of
water, to MDE WMA by submission of:a new application.

9. Permit Review - UniStar shall be queried every three years (triennial review)
regarding water withdrawal under the termsand conditions of this appropriation.
Failure to return the triennial review query may result in suspension or revocation of
this appropriation.

10. Appropriation Renewal-This appropriation will be reviewed and eligible for renewal
12 yearsIfrom the date that the CPCN was issued.. In order to renew the appropriation,
UniStar shall file a renewal application with MDF WMA no later than 45 days prior to
the expiration.

1I. Right of Entry - UniStar shall allow authorized representatives of MDE WMA and the
PSC staff escorted access to the Unit 3 facility to conduct inspections and evaluations
necessary to assure compliance with the conditions of this appropriation. Subject to
any applicable confidentiality and security requirements set forth in the approved
protocol, UniStar shall provide such assistance as may be necessary to conduct such
inspections and evaluations effectively and safely.

12. Appropriation Suspension or Revocation- MDE WMA may suspend or revoke this
appropriatio upon violation of the conditions of this appropriation, or upon violation
of any regulation promulgated pursuant to Title 5 of the Environment Article,
Annotated Code of Maryland (2007 replacement volume):as amended, subject to
UniStar's ight to an evidentlary hearing and rights of appeal.

.13. Non-Transferable--This initial appropriation encompassed in this CPCN is ordy
transferable to a new owner if the new owner acquires prior authorization to -continue
this appropriation by filing a new application with the PSC and obtaining
authorization from the PSC. The new application must include documentation of the
previous owner's consent to thetransfer. The PSC shall notify MDE WMA of the
trnsfer of ownership.

14. Additional Permit Conditions- MDE WMA may at any time (including at triennial
review or when a change application is submitted) revise any condition of this
appropriation or add additional conditions concerning the character, amount, means
and manner of the appropriation or use, which may be necessary to properly protect
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control and manage the water resources of the State. Condition revisions and
additions will be accompanied by issuance of a revised appropriation.

15. UniStar shall conduct the following monitoring activities in support of the
appropriation:

a. Flow Measurement- UniStar shall measure all water used under this
authorization by a method which shall be approved by MDE WMA;

b. Withdrawal Reports- Submit water withdrawal records to MDE WMA semi-
annually (for JulywDecember, no later. than January 31 and for January-June, no
later than July 31). These records shall show the total quantity of water
withdrawn each month under this appropriation, and the total quantity of
water consumedL

16. Emergency Backup Supply - Within one year after the issuance of this CPCN, UniStar
shall submit to MDE the results of an analysis of alternatives to address the potential
need for an emergency backup supply for the desalination plant The analysis shall
consider additional intake locations, treatment equipment and sources of water other
than ground water for the non-potable emergency backup water supply needs. The
analysis shall describe the type of emergencies under consideration for which a
backup supply is needed and evaluate a suite of remedies for each condition. The
analysis shall also consider therelative suitability of different aquifers, in light of
arsenic levels abovedrinking water standards innearby Aquia aquifer users' wells,
and to minimize potential short-term impacts on other users. Any appropriations
request shall be contained within the analysis and shall include an explanation of the
need for the water, the desired volume and duration of the withdrawal and the
specific location(s) of the proposed withdrawal(s). MDE shall evaluate the requested
appropriation(s) and alternative analysis. MDE may direct UniStar to conduct any
field studies or water quality analyses that MDE determines to be needed to determine
aquifer or water course characteristics, potential impacts to the resource and potential
impacts to other users of the resource.

IL Ground Water Sufp for Construction

17. This CPCN authorizes UniStar to appropriate and use ground waters of the State from
the Aquia aquifer. The appropriation will be tracked under MDE WMA permit
.number CA XXXX. Theground water appropriation will be subject to the
following condition:

a. Allocation-The ground water withdrawal granted by this appropriation is
limited to a-daily average of 100,000 gallons on a yearly basis and a daily
average of 180,000 gallons for the month of maximum use;

b. Use--The water is to be used to support the construction of Calvert Cliffs
Nuclear Power Plant Unit 3. Uses for the water will be for construction
activities, including, but not limited to, sanitary and potable use by the
construction workforce, dust suppression, hydrostatic testing of pipes and
tanks, concrete mixing and curin and wash waters;
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c. Source-The water shall be withdrawn from up to two production wells
completed in the Aquia aquifer. UniStar shallidentify to MDE WMA the final
number of wells to be installed prior to use;

d. Location-The poliht of withdrawal shall belocated at the site of the Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Unit 3. UniStar shall identify to MDE WMA the
find locations of the wells prior to use.

18. Initiation of Withdrawal-Unltstr shall notify MDE WMA by certified mail when
withdrawals for the uses specified in this appropriation have been initiated. This
appropriation shall expire if water withdrawal is not commenced within two years
after the effective date of issuance of the CPCN. The time limit may be extended based
on a delay in the construction scheduleor necessary review and approval of the
project by the NRC or for other good cause, at the discretion of MDE WMA, upon
written request to MDE WMA prior to the expimation of the two-year period.

.19. Change ofOperations -UniStar shall report any anticipated change in appropriation,
which may result in a new or different use, quantity, source, or place of use of water,
to MDE WMA by submission of a new application.

20. Permit Review-UniStar shall be queried every three years (triennial review)
regarding water withdrawal under the terms and conditions of this appropriation.
Failure to return the triennial review query may result in suspension or revocation of
this appropriation.

21. Appropriation Duration and Renewal-The appropriation will expire in eight (8) years
from the effective dzte of the issuance of the CPCN. In the event that the construction
schedule for Unit 3 is extended, and ground water will continue to be needed to
support construction, a one-year renewal of the appropriation shall be granted only if
UniStar provides written documentation to MDE WMA within six months of the
expiration date demonstrating that the construction schedule will be extended and
ground water will continue to be needed.

2Z Additional Permit Conditions--MDE WMA may at any time (including triennial
review or when a change application is submitted) revise any condition of this
appropriation or add additional conditions concening the character, amount means
and manner of the appropriation or use, which me:, be necessary to properly protect,
control and manage the water resources of the State. Condition revisions and
additions will be accompanied by issuance of a revised appropriation.

23. Right of Entry-UniStar shall allow authorized representatives of MDE WMA and the
PSC staff escorted access to the Unit 3 facility to conduct inspections and evaluations
necessary to assure compliance with the conditions of this appropriation. Subject to
any applicable confidentiality and security requirements set forth in the approved
protocol, UniStar shallprovide such assistance as may be necessary to effectively and
safely conduct such inspections and evaluations.

24. Appropriation Suspension or Revocation- MDE WMA may suspend or revoke this

appropriation upon violation of the condifons of t6s appropriafion, or upon violation
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of any regulation promulgated pursuant to Title,5 of the Environmental Article,
Annotated Code of Maryland (2007 replacement volume) as amended, subject to
UniStar's:right to an evidentiary hearing and rights of appeal

25. Drought Period Emergency Restrictions-If MDE WMA determines that a drought
period or emergency exists requiring preservation of the Aquia aquifer, UniStar may
be required under MDE WMA's direction to reduce ground water withdrawal suboct
to the continuation of nuclear safety-related, water dependent construction activities
or continuation of continuous concrete pours. Any reduction of water withdrawal
must continue until MDE WMA directs UniStar that water withdrawal under standard
appropriation conditions may be resumed, but in no event longer dim the duration of
the droughtor emergency.

26. Non-Transferable-This initial appropriation encompassed in this CPCN is only
transferable to a new owner if the new owner acquires prior authorization to continue
this appropriation by filing a new applicationwith the PSC and obtaining
authorization from the PSC The new application must include documentation of the
previous owner's consent to the transfer. The PSC shall notify MDE WMA of the
transfer of ownership.

27. UniStar shall conduct the following monitoring activities in support of the ground
water appropriation:

a. Mlow Measurement- UniStar shall measure all water used under this
authorization by a method which shall be approved by MDE WMA.

b. Water Level Measurements-Pumping equipment shall be installed m the
production well so that water levels can be measured during withdrawal and
non-withdrawal periods without dismantling any equipment Any opening for
tape measurements of water levels shall have a minimum inside diameter of 0.5
inch and be sealed bya removable cap or plug. fniSta shall provide a tap for
taking raw ground water samples before water enters atreatment facility,
pressure tanr,- or storage tank.

c. Withdrawal Reports-Submit withdrawal records to MDE WMA semi-
annually (for July-December, no later than January 31; for January-June, no
later than July 31). These records shall show the total quantity of ground water
withdrawn each month under this appropriation.

I1. Construction D ateng

28. This CPCN authorizes UniStar to appropriate and use ground waters of the State from
the:Surficial aquifer. The appropriation will be tracked under MDE WMA permit
number CAXXXXXXX. The ground water appropriation will be subject to the
following conditions:

a. Allocation--The ground water withdrawal granted by this appropriation is
limited to a daily average of 75,000 gallons on a yearly basis and a.daily
average of 100,000 gallons for the month of maximum use;
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b. Use-The water is to be used for construction dewatering to facilitate
excavation for foundations, and water generated fromthe construction
dewatering will be used to the extent practicable for dust control and other
miscellaneous construction activities;

c. Source-The water shall be withdrawn from the excavations completed in the
Surficial aquifer; and

d. Location-The points of withdrawal shall be located at sites associated with the
construction of the Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant Unit 3.

29. Change of Operaions- UntStar shall report any anticipated change in appropriation.
which may result in a new or different use, quantityspsource, or place of use of water,
to MDE WMA by submission of a new application.

30. Appropriation Duration and Renewal -The appropriation will expire in six (6) years
from the effective date of the issuance of the CPCN. In order to renew the permit for a
period of one yearý UniStar shall file a renewal application with MDE WMA no later
than 45.days prior to expiration.

31. Additional Permit Conditions-MDE WMA may at any time (including review or
when a change application is submitted) revise any condition of this appropriation or
add additional conditions concerning the character, amount, means and manner of the
appropriation or use, which may be necessary to properly protect, control and manage
the water resources of the State.'Condition revisions and additions will be
accompanied by issuance of a revised appropriation.

32.. Right of Entry--UniStar shall allow authorized representatives of MDE WMA and the
•PSC staff escorted access to the Unit 3 facility to conduct inspections and evaluations
necessary to assure compliance with the conditions of this appropriation. Subject to
any applicable confidentiality and security requirements set forth in the approved
protocol, UniStar'shall providesuch assistance as may'be necessary to effectively and
safely conduct such inspections and evaluations.

33. Appropriation Suspension or Revocation- MDE WMA may suspend or revoke this
appropriation upon violation of the condiions of this appropriation, or upon violation
of any regulation promulgated pursuant to Title 5 of the Environmental Article,
Annotated Code of Maryland (2007 replacement vohnne) as amended, subject to
UniStar's right to an evidentiary hearing and rights of appeal.

34. Non-Transferable--This initial appropriation encompassed in this CPCN is non-
transferable to a new owner. A new owner may acquire authorization to continue this
appropriation by filing a new application with.the PSC and obtaining authorization
from the PSC. The new application must include documentation of the previous
ownerýs consent to the transfer. The PSC shall notify MDE WMA of the transfer of
ownership.

35. UniStar shall conduct the following monitoring activities in support of the ground
water appropriation:
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a. Flow Measurement and/or Estimation of Flow-UniStar shall report all
ground water used under this authorization by a method which shall be
approved by MDE WMA.

b. Withdrawal Reports-Submit withdrawal records to MDE WMA semi-
annually (forJuly-December, no later than January 31; for January-June, no
later than July 31). These recordsishallshow the total quantity of ground water
withdrawn each month under this appropriation.,

TV. he :Water SuvvyConditions

36. UniStar shall ensure that the desalination treatment system installed at Unit 3 has at
least the capacity indicaitedin Table 2,3-1 Rev.1 of the August 8,2008 version of the
UniStar Technical Report and shall make available water in excess of the requirement
of Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 for use by Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Inc. at Units 1
and 2.

37. UniStar shall provide a letter of commitment to Calvert CliffsNuclear Power Plant.
Inc. with copies provided to MDE WMA and PPRP, indicating-their intent to make
available to Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Inc. water treated in the desalination
plant that exceeds the requirements of Calvert 3. The Letter of commitment shall be
provided within six (6) months of the issuance of the CPCN. Until such time as MDE
WMA notifies UniStar that such updates are no longer required, UniStar shall provide
writtm updates to MDE WMA beginning one year after issuance of the CPCN and
annually threafter describing the status of the desalination plant construction and the
availability of water for use by Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant, Inm

38. UniStar shall not haul fresh ground water to Calvr Cliffs Unit 3 until UniStar notifies
MDE WvA of the name and contact information of the hauler! the water source (if
known), a maximum estimate of the amount of water to be hauled, and the
approximate period of time that the water will be hauled to the Unit 3 site. The
notification shall occur at leastone week in advance of the commencement of water
hauling. Nothing in this condition shall limit or preventUniStar from hauling water
to Unit 3 in the eventof an emergency where the construction or operation of Calvert
Ci& Unit 3 is jeopardized by the temporary navailability of a fresh water supply. In
the event of an emergency requiring UniStar to haul water to Unit 3, UniStar shall
notify MDE WMA as soon as practicable, but no later thian 24 hours from the
commencement of water hauling to the Unit 3 site.

39. The CPCN is not an authorization to discharge wastewater to waters of the State.
UniStar shall obtain a new discharge permit from MDE under the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) for the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 facility. This
permit shall incorporate the USEPA Phase I regulations implementing Section 316(b)
of the Federal Clean Water Act for Cooling Water Intake Structures.

40. UniStarshall prepare a StormwaterManagement Plan for review and approval by the
local authority. The Stormwater Management Plan shall be prepared in accordance
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with theStormwater Management Subtitle, COMAR 26.17.02, applicable county or
municipal ordinance, and the Maryland Storinwater Design Manua, including any
new provisions adopted as a result of the Stornwater Management Act of 2007, which
requires Environmental Site Design (ESD) practices to be us to the maximum extent
practical

41. If treated effluent is used for dust control, UriStar needs to submit an application for a
Ground Water Discharge Permit to the MDE WMA Wastewater Permits Program in
accordance with she requirements set forth in COMAR 26.08, and obtain MDE WMA
approval for the use of treated effluent for dust controL Treated effluent sources to be
used for dust control shall be identified to MDE WMA in writing no later than six (6)
months after issuance of the CPCN.

42. If dewatering occurs from an excavation and the water requires discharge in excess of
10,000 gallons per day to a surface water body, UniStar shall obtain authorization from
MDE in arcordance with COMAR 26.08 to discharge dewatering water in excess of
10,000 gallons per day to a surface water body that is not used for dust control

Terrestrial and Aquatic ,Ecolov

43. Construction and operation of the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 power.acility and all its
appurtenat features shall comply with all applicable local, State, and Federal
regulations, including but not limited to the follOwing:

a. Nontidal Wetlands-COMAR 26.23 applies to activities conducted in nontidal
wetlandls.

b. Waterway Construction - COMAR 26.17.04 applies to activities in State
waterways.

c. Water Quality and Water Pollution Control-COMAR 26.08.01 through
COMAR 26.08.04 apply to discharges to surface water and maintenance of
surface water quality.

d. Erosion and Sediment Control- COMAR 26.17.01 applies to the preparation,
submittal, review, approval, and enforcement of erosion and sediment control
plans.

44. UniStar shall obtain applicable State and federal dredge-and-fill and waterway
construction permits for the Chesapeake Bay'intake and discharge facilities and for the
barge facility modifications. UniStar shall not commence construction of any aspect of
the project that is under the jurisdiction of Section 404 of the Clean Water Act covered
by the joint FederalfState Application forthe Alteration of Any Floodplain Watera, Tidal or
Nontida Wetland in Maryland, until such application has been approved by the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers and MDR Appropriate time-of-year dredging restrictions
will apply to the project to minimize impacts to Natural Oyster Bar (NOB) 19-2.

45. UniStar shall not commence construction on any aspect of the prorect under the
jurisdiction of the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area Commission (CAC) until it has
received approval of the proposed Umt 3project from the CAC All site preparation,
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precons--uclion, and construction activities at the site shall be implemented in
accordance with the CAC-approved plans.

46. Portions of the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 construction footprint adjacent to existing forested
nontidal wetlands shall comply with Best Management Practices for Nontidal
Wetlands of Special State Concern and Expanded Buffers, COMAR 26.23.06.03, which
provides for stringent bestmanagement practices in the vicinity of very sensitive
nonlidal wetlands sites. These practices and techniques may include, but arenot
limited to, use of adequately sized temporary sediment traps, as needed, as well as
super silt fencing, berm, and other specialized techniques specifically needed for
limiting the quantity of sediment entering existing forested wetlands and streams
during ihe power facility construction process.

47. Al portions of the power plant and rights-of-way distpubed during construction shall
be stabilized after the cessation of construction activities within that portion of the
footprint and right-of-way, followed by seed application, except in actively cultivated
lands, in accordance with the bestmanagement practices presented in the curient
edition of the Ma•iyand Standards and Specifiationsfor SoilErosion and Sediment Control,
and as approved by Calvert County. In wetlands and wetland buffers, seed
application shall consist of the following species: annual ryegrass (Loliim nultifltoum),
millet (Searia Wita), barley (Horedum app.), oats (Llnola spp.), and/or lye (Secae
cereale). Other rhon-persistent vegetation may be acceptable, but must be approved by
the MDE Water Management Administration. Kentucky 31 fescue shall neverbe used
in wetlands or buffers.

48. UniStar shall construct the facilities for CalvertCliffs Unit 3'in accordance with an
approved DNR Forest Conservation Plan (FCP). To minimize forest losses, cleared
areas that are no longer in use and not anticipated to be in use following project
construction shall be replanted with tree species appropriate for the area, Tree planting
and maintmamce should be conducted in accordance with the State.Forest
Conservation Technical Manual, 3rd edition, 1997 and COMAR 08.19.0405B(4)(a).
Areas not replanted with trees shall be vegetated with grasses. Grasses will be planted
along streams and other open areas where acceptable. If the areas along streams are
wetlands or wetland buffers, only grasses listed in Condition:47, or others approved
by MDE WMA, shall be used. If areas along streams are uplands, the following grass
species maybe used: blue joint grass (Calamagrosli canadensis), switgrass (Panicum
Virgatum), little bh'estem (Scdtzachyriun seopanium), or Indian grass (Sorshnstbum
nuitas). Other nonTpersistent vegetation may be acceptable, but must be approved by
DNR or MDE WMA. Kentucky 31 fescue shall never be used. Prior to the
commencement of'tree clearing associated with site preparation, pre-construction,.or
constrtion activities, a forest conservation easement shall be granted to Maryland
DNR Forestry Division, or another State or county agency, in accordance with the
provisions of the FCP.

49. For the protection of bald eagles (Haliaectus leucocephaus) at the project site, UniStar
shall comply with the terms of the Endangered Species Permit Number 45135, as may
be amended or revised, issued September 8,2008 by Maryland DNR.Wildlife and
Heritage Service. It should be understood that acquiring a State permit for take of a
bald eagle does not carry any authority for take under the federal Bald and Golden
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Eagle Protection Act as administered, by the USFWS.

50. For the protection of showy goldenrod(SoUlgo ecios), UniStar should take steps to
avoid habitat alteration during theproposed construction activities. Mitigation for
impacts to this population1hrough transplanting individuals is discouraged.
Transplanting of threatened or endangered plants is not considered asubstitute for the
protection of existing populations and may result in limited or no conservation value.
However, since threatened and endangered plants are the property of the landowner,
transplanting such species is notillegal provided the plants are not transported off the
property. If such an action is pursued, UniStar shall adhere to DNR's guidelines for
the reintroduction of rare plants. Prior to construction, DNR Heritage botanists shall
be afforded escorted access tothbe site to confirm the identity of the showy goldenrod.

51. For the protectin of the two species of State endangered, federally threatened tiger
beetles (northeastern beach tiger beetle and Puritan tiger beetle) that are known to
occur along the Chesapeake Bay shoreline and proximal to the project site, no
construction activities shall occur within 500 feet of currently suitable habitat for either
species, with the exception of thoseactivities (a) occurring within the designated
Intensively Developed Area, (b) associated with the demolition of the Eagle's Den
building and removal of related impervious surfaces, and (c) associated with any
Forest InteriorDwelling Species habitat restoration or wetands mitigation. Activities
undertaken in these areas will be conducted, to the greatest extent practicable, to
minimize impacts to any adjacent cliff or beach habitats that are suitable for either
species. Administrative controls that restrict personnel access to beaches shall be
implemented. DNR shall beafforded escorted access to the shoreline as requested to
conduct surveys to examine the health of tiger beetle populations.

52. To compensate for impacts to the American eel (Anguilln rowstna), UniStar shall design
the stream restoration and enhancement portion of the proposed compensatory
wetlandsmitigation plan in a manner that will not prohilbt the passage of migratory
fish species and, more specifically, the catadromous:American eeL Stream restoration
and enhancement activities shall incorporate known habitat needs of the. American eel,
such as vegetative or substrate cover, and shall address the physiological needs of the
American eel, other migratory fish species, and the remaining resident fish and benthic
macroinvertebrate populations. Habitat needs such as base flow hydraulic regimes,
appropriate depth. and substrate shall alsobe addressed.

53. UniStar shallpay $5,000 to DNR (byDecember 31,2008) to be applied tD the cost-of
mapping the substrate of NOB 19-2 in the vicinity of the Project UniStar shall also
fund, up to a capped amount of $45,000 per acre (2008 dollars), the cost of moving,
creating, or restoring oyster habitat equal to the area of bottom in NOB.19-2 that
would be directly, adversely impacted by UniStax's new dredging or filling of tidal
wetlands within NOB 19-2 pursuant to Condition 44. This effort will be completed
within two (2) years of the completion of USACE/MDE authorized waikin tidal
wetlands.

St.r.mwoter Mansment/Ergosion and Sediment COntrol

54. Sediment/erosion control during construction of all aspects of this project shall be in

./
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aaccordance with the Best Management Practices presented in the current edition of the
Manryand Stnndar and Spedficationsfor SoI Erosion and Sedimmt Conbrof, and as
approved by Calvert County. Best Management Practices may include constction of
earth dikes and retaining walls in appropriate locations, sediment traps, use of super
silt fences, stabilizing disturbed areas as quickly as possible, and converting silt traps
to permanent features as soon as practicable.

Noise

55.. UniStar shall monitor noise levels at the boundaries of the facility, after the plant is
operational, to demonstrate that Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 will operate in compliance with
the noise limits specified in COMAR 26.02.03, The scope of work for the noise
monitoring shall be provided to PPRP for review within one year after the issuance of
the CPCN. The noise study shall include monitoring at facility site boundaries in
closest proximity to residentially zoned land. Measuremnts will be taken while the
plant is operating at full load, to represent maximum noise emissmons. Results shall be
provided to FPRP within six months after Unit 3 begins commercial operation- If the
results of the noise monitoring indicate that Unit 3 operation is creating an exceedance
of the Maryland noise standards, UniStar shall take corrective action in consultation
with the PSC and PPRP.

Socioeconomics

56. Prior to construction, UniStar shall submit to the Maryland Historical Trust (MHT) a
copy of training programs, or guidelines provided to applicant inspectors or
contractors, to identify and/or protect unforeseen archeological sites that may be
revealed during construction of the project If such relics are identified in the project
area, UniStar, in consultation with and as approved by •MT, &hall develop and
implement a plan for avoidance and protection, data recovery, or destruction without
recovery of the properties adversely affected by the project

57. Prior to construction, UniStar shall execute an MOA with NHT to mitigate the adverse
effects of site preparation and construction upon on-site cultural msources that are

eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. No site preparation activities (such
as clearing or grading) or construction: activities having the potential to afct historic
properties will take place within the limits of National Register-eligible archeological
or structural resources, and no removal or demolition of eligible structures will take
place until an MOA has been executed.

58. Prior to construction, UnrStar shall revise its Phase II Traffic Study to address
Maryland State Highway Administration (SHA) comments contained in its letter dated
26 June 2008 from Steven D. Foster, Chief, Engineering Access Permits Division to
Susan Gray, PPRP. The revised study must determine the extent of traffic impacts
caused by the anticipated workforce and the roadway improvements necessary to
mitigate those impacts. UniStar shall submit eight copies to SHA for review,
comments, and acceptance of the report to SHA satisfaction.

59,. UniStar shall execute an MOA with SHA for the planning, engineering, and
construction of roadway improvements necessary to mitigate the power plant
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generated traffic impacts. Benchmarks for the permitting, construction, and
completion of the required roadway improvements will be part of the MOA.

60. Prior to construction, UniStar shall consult with the Calvert County Department of
Public Safety regarding the adequacy of technical resources, including persormel,
within the Department and ofther County agencies to manage the additional burden
associated with emergency plarnnig, pursuant to NRC and Federal Emergency
Management Administration (PEMA),requirements, for the construction and
operation of Calvert Cliffs Unit 3. UniStar shall assist the Calvert County Department
of Public Safety hrough contributions, training, and/or general support in accordance
with UniStar's obligations under NRC and FEMA requirements.

61. Prior to construction, UniStar shall contact the Calvert County Department of Public
Safety to establish a relationship with fire departments and emergency response
agnce under this Department to address site safety/EMS coverage during
construction, and to establish timely response options and facilitate emergency vehicle
access throtughout the site in case of an accident or injury as may be required by NRC
and FEMA requirements. UniStar shall assist the Calvert County Department of
Public Safety through contributions, training, and/or general support in accordance
with UniStar's obligations under NRC and FEMA requirements.

62. UniStarshall develop a lighting distribution plan thatwill mitigate int ve night
lighting and avoid undue glare onto adjoining properties, subject to the requirements
of the NRC, the Federal Aviation Administration, and, to the extent practical,
consistent with Article 6-6 of the Calvert County Zoning Ordinance. UniStar shall
submit the plan to iPMP and the PSC for review with the PSC to approve the plan
prior to operation of the facility.

Air Ouad-t

I. General Air Ouality Reuirements

63. MDE Air and Radiation Management Administration (MDE-ARMA) shall have
concurrent jurisdiction with the PSC to enforce the air quality conditions of this CPCN.

64. The CPCN serves as the Prevention of:Significant Deterioration (PSD) approval and air
quality construction permit for the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 Project.

65. For air permitting purposes, the facility shall be comprised of the following
equipment:

a. One. circulating water system (CWS) cooling tower;

b. Four essential service water: system (ESWS) cooling towers;

c. Four 10,130-kilowatt (kWe) emergency diesel generators (EDGs);

d. Two 5,000-kWe station black out generators (SBOs); and

e. Up to L5 fuel oil storage tanks.
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66. Definition: "Commence- as applied to the construction of the Project means that the
owner or operator either has begun, or caused to begin, a continuous program of
actual on-site construction of the source, to be completed within a reasonable time.

67. In accordance with COMAR 26.11.02.04B, the air quality provisions expire if, as
detrmined by MDE-ARMA.

a. Construction is not ccmnenced within 18 months after the date of issuance of a
final CPCN;

b. Construction is substantially discontinued for a period of 18 months or more after
it has commenced; or

c. Construction is not completed within a reasonable period of time after the issuance
of a final CPCN.

68. At least 60 days prior to the anticipated date of starbt-up of the facility, UrdStar shall
submit to MDE-ARMA an application for a temporary permit to operate.

69,. All requirements pertaining to air quality that apply to UniStAr shall apply to all
subsequent owners and/ or operators of the facili.ty in the event of any change in
control. or ownership, UniStar shall notify the succeeding owner/operator of the
existence of therequirements of this CPCN pertaining to air quality by letter and shall
send a copy of that letter to the PSC and MDB-ARMA.

[. ,Applicable Air Oualit Regulations

Fac&4it-w~ide Requirements

70. The Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 Project is subject to all applicable federally enforceable State
air quality requirements includin&• bt not limited to, the following regulations:

a. COMAR 26.11.01.04A-C Testing and Monitoring -Requires UniStar to follow test
methods described in §C of this regulation to determine compliance :MDF-ARMA
may require UriStar to Insta, use, and maintain monitoring equipment or employ,
other methods as specified by MDE-ARMA to determine the quantity or quality, or
both, of emissions discharged into the atmosphere and to maintain records and
make reports on these emissions to MDE-ARMA in a manner and on a schedule
approved by MDE-ARMA or the control officer.

b. COMAR 26.11.01.07C Malfunctions and Other Temporary Increase of Emissions-
Requires UniStar to report the onset and the termination of the occurrence of
excess emissions, expected to last or actually lasting for one hour or more to MDE-
ARMA by telephone;

c. COMAR 26.11.06.12-Prohibits UniStar from constructing modifying, or
opera•ig, or causing to be constructed, modified,, or operated, a New Source.
Performance Standard source as defined in COMAR 26.11.01,01C, which results or
will result in violation of the provisions of 40.CFR Part 60; and
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d. COMAR 2611.06.14 - Prohibits UniStar from construction, modifying or operating
a PSD source which will result in violation of 40 CFR 52-21.

71. The Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 Project is subject to all applicable State-only enforceable air
quality requirementsincluding, but not limited to, the following regulations:

a. COMAR 26.11.02.13A(50) - UrdStar shall not operate or cause to operate Calvert
Cliffs Unit 3 without first obtaining, and having in current effect, a State Permit to
Operate. A complete application for an initial State permit to operate shall be
submitted to MDE ARMA not later than 60 days before the source isto commence
operation;

b. COMAE: 2611.02.19A Fee Schedule-Requires UniStar to pay annual Title V
operating permit fees;

. COMMAR 26.11.02.19D Emission Certification-Requires UniStar to certiy, as
provided at Regulation .02F of this chapter, the actual emissions of regulated air
pollutants from all installations at the plant or facility. Certification shall be on a
form obtained from MDE-ARMA and shall be submitted to MDE-ARMA not later
than April 1 of the year following the year for which certification is required. An
emission certification submitted pursuant to this section and which contatns all
information required by COMAR 26.11.01.05-1, for NO and VOC, satisfies the
requiremenis of COMAR 26.11.f0i.05-1;

d. COMAR 26.11.03.17- Requires UniStar to update the Calvert Cliffs Part 70
Operating Permit to include applicable Calvert Ciffs Unit 3 project requirements;

e. COMAER 26.111.06.08- Prohibits UniSt from operating or maintaining any source
in. such a manner that. a nuisance is created; and

f. COMAER26.11.06.09--Prohibits UniStar from causing or permitting the discharge
into the atmosphere of gases, vapors, or odors beyond the property line in such a
manner that a nuisance or air pollution is created.

Emergency Diesd QG tors (EDGe) and Stafio: Blackout Generatorm (SBO0)

72. The EDGs and SBOs for the Unit 3 Project are each subject to all applicable federally
enforceable State air quality requirements including, but not limited to, the following
regulations:

a. COMAR 26.11.09.05A(1) - Prohibits UniStar from discharging emissions greater
than 20 percent opacity-from fuel burning equipment associated with Unit 3, other
than water in an uncombined form. This limitation does not apply to emissions
during load changing, soot blowing, startup, or adjustments or occasional cleaning
of control equipment/it

i. The visible emissions are not greater than 40 percent opacity; and
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I. The visible emissions do not occur for more than 6 consecutive minutes in
any 60-minute period.

b. COMAR 26.11.09•07A(1)(c} -l-rohibits UniStar from bruming, selling or making
available for sale any fuel with a sulfur content by weight in excess of or which
otherwise exceeds 0.3 percent for distillate fuel oils;

C. COMAR 26.11.09.05B(2)-(4) Visible:Emissions Stationary Internal Combustion
Engine Powered Equipment-Prohibits UniStartfrom causing or permitting the
discharge of emissions from any engine:

i. Operating at idle atan opacity greater than 10 percent; or

ii. At conditions other than idle ataan opacity greater than 40 percent

d. COMAR 26.11.09.OE(1-5)-Requirea UtniStar to do the following for each piece of
fuel burning equipment with a rated heat input capacity of 100 MMBTU per hour
or less:

i. Submit to MDE-ARMA (for each installation) an identification, information on
the rated heat input capacity of the unidt and the type of. fuel burned;

ii. Perform a combustion analysis at least once each year;

iL. Maintain the results of the combustion analysis for at least 2 years;

iv. Once every 3 years, require an operator to attend operator training programs
on combustion optimization; and

v. Prepare and maintain a record of training program attendance.

73. The EDGs and SBOs are each subject to New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) 40
CFR.60, Subpart ill - Standards of Performance for Stationary Compression Ignition
Internal Combustion Engines and the associated fuel, monitorin& compliance, testing,
notification,mreportingand recordikeeping requirements (40 CFR §•.04200 et seq.), and
related applicable provisions of 40 CPR §60.7and §60.8.
a. The EDGs shall each meet the following standards:

i. Reduce PM emissions by 60 percent or more, or limit emissions of PM to 0.15
grams per kllowatt-iour (g/kW-hr) (0.11 grams per horsepower-hr); and

ii. Reduce NOx emissions by 90 percent or more, or limit emissions of NOý to 1.6
g/kW-hr (1.2 grams per horsepower-hour).

b. Emissioms from each SOO shall not exceed the following:.

i. 0.5 g/kW-hr of PM;

ii. 11.0 g/kW-hr of total hydrocarbons plus nitrogen oxides (THC+NO.); and
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ii. 5.0 g/kW-hrof CO.

Cooling Towen

74. The cooling towers associated with the Calvert Cliffs Unit 3 Project are subject to all
applicable federally enforceable State air quality requirements including, but not
limited ti, COMAR 26.11.06.02(C)1- Prohibits UniStar from discharging emissions
from any installation or bi~ilding, other than water mn an uncombined form, which is
greater than 20 percent opacity.

MI. Best Available Control Technology (BACT

75. Particulate matter (PM, PM10, and PM2.5) emissions from the: emergency diesel
generators (EDGa) associated with Unit 3 shall not exceed 0.15 g/kW-hr on a 3-hour
average basis. These limits will be achieved by exclusively burning diesel fuel with a
maximum sulfur content of 0.05 percent by weight Reasonable worst case hours of
operation are determined to be no more than 600 hours per year total for all EDGs
combined.

76. The station blackout generators (SBOs) associated with Unit 3 shall be designed so that
particulate matter (PM, PM10, PM2.$) emissions shall not exceed 0.5g/kW-hr. These
limits will be achieved by exclusively burning ultra-low sulfur diesel fuel with a
maximum sulfur content of 0.0015 percentby weight Reasonable worst case hours of
operation are determined to be no more than 200 hours per year total for all SBOs
combined.

77. Emissions from the CWS cooling tower shall not exceed 1,782 pounds per day of PM,
I1426 pounds per day of PM10, and 231 pounds per day of PM2.5. These emissions
shall be achieved through the use of high efficiency drift eliminators designed to
achieve a drift loss rate not to exceed 0.0005 percent of recirculating water flow.

78. Emissions from each of the ESWS cooling towers shall not exceed 45 pounds per day
of PM, 44 pounds per day of PM1O, and 14 pounds per day of PM2.5. These emissions
shall be achieved through the use of high efficiency drift eliminators designed to
achieve a drift loss not to exceed 0.005 percent of recirculating water flow.

IV. Testing

79. Within 60 days of the initial start-up date, UniStar shall provide MDE-ARMA with a
Performance Test Plano The Plan shall describe the proposed methods for conducting
initial performance tests to demonstrate compliance with the NSPS Subpart I111
standard, as applicable.

80. Within 60 days after achieving the maximum production rate at which the affected
facility will be operated, but not later than 180 days after initial startup, UniStar shall
conduct performance tests outlined in 'UniStafs Performance Test Plan.

81. In accordance with COMAR 26.11.01.04A, UniStar may be required by MDE-ARMA to
conduct additional stack tests to determine compliance with COMAR Title 26, Subtitle
11. This testing will be doneat a reasonable time.
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V. Monitoring RecordkeepMg, and ReBortinU

82. UniStar shall determi compliance with the BAG' limits as follows:

a. For the EDGs and the SBOs, UniStar shall conductinitial performance tests or
provide the manufacturer's certification to demonstrate compliance with the
BACT limitations in accordance with theNew Source Performance Standards for
Compression Ignition Internal Combustion Engines under 40 CFR 60, Subpart

b. For the CWS cooling tower and the ESWS cooling towers, UnGtar shall monitor:

i.- the'conductivity of the circulating water to determine the concentrations of
total dissolved solids (IDS), and

U. the flow rate of the circulating water.

c. At leastg90 days prior to the anticipated startup of each of the units subject to
BACr, UniStar shall submit a detailed monitoring plan to MDE-ARMA for
approvaL MDE-ARMA shall approve the plan prior to startup of any of these
emissions units.

83. In accordance with 40 CPR §60.4209, UniStar shall install non-resettable hour meters
prior to the start up of lhe EDGs and the SBOs.

84. UniStar shall submit to MDE-ARMA and US. EPA written reports of the results of all
performance tests conducted to demonstrate compliance with the standards set forth
in applicable NSPS within 60 days of completion of the tests.

85. UniStar shall prepare and submit reports to MDE-ARMA that summarize emissions
and other parameters necessary to calculate particulate matter emissions determined
according to Condition 82.

86. UniStar shallfurnish writtennotification to MDE-ARMA and U.S. EPA of the.
following events related to the EDGand SB9s:

a. Date construction commenced of each. EDG and each SBO within 30 days after

such date;

b. Anticipated startup date, not more than 60 or less than 30 days prior to such date;

c. Actual startupdate within 15 days after such date; and

d. Anticipated date of compliance stack testing at least 3D days prior to such date.

87. UniStar shall furnish written notification to MDE-ARMA of the following events
related to the cooling towers:

a. Date construction commenced of each ESWS cooling tower and the CWS cooling
tower within 30 days after such date;
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b. Anticipated startup date, not more than 60 or less than 30 days prior.to such date;

c. Actual startup date within 15 days after such date.

88. UniStar shall submit a certified emissions statement for Unit 3 to MDE-ARMA.

a. Certification shall be on a form obtained from MDE-ARMA and shall be submitted
to MDE-ARMA no later than April 1 of the year following the year for which
certification is required.

b. The individual making the certification shall certify that the information is accurate

to the individual's best knowledge. The certifying individual shall be.

L Familiar witheach source for which the certification form is submitted; and

ii. Responsible for the accuracy of the emissionr information.

89. All records and logs required by this CPCN shal be maintained at the facility for at
least 5 years after the completion of the calendar year in which they were coBected.
These data shall be readily available for inspection by representatives of MDE-ARMA.

90. All air.quality notifications and reports required by this CPCN shall be submitted to:

Administrator, Compliance Program
Air and Radiation Management Administration
1800 Washington Boulevard
Baltimore, Maryland 21230

91. All notifications and reports required by 40 CFR 60 Subpart lII provisions, unless
specified otherwise, shall be submitted to

Regional Administrator, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Region m
1650 Arch Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103-2029

VI. General and Miscellaneous Provisions

92. Except as otherwise provided herein, neither UniStar nor any other entity or entities
that subsequently become the owner and/or operator of Calvert Cliffs Unit 3
(hereafter referred to as "owner') shall transfer ownership or control of the facility so
as to divest the owner of its ability to control he construction or operation of the
facility without the written consent of the PSC_ In the event of any such proposed
transfer, the owner shall notify the proposed successor of the existence of the
requirements of this CPCN by letter and shall send a copy of that leter to the Secretary
of the PSC, the Director, Air and Radiation Management Division of the Maryland
Department of the Environment and the Director of the Power Plant Research
Program ofthe Maryland Department of Natural Resources. Any such successor shall
be subject to the CPCN and all applicable requirements and obligations therein. Prior
to the commencement of its operation of the facility, any such successor. shal provide
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apropriate assurances required by the PSC that the facility will be operated in
compliance with this CPCN and its conditions. The approval of the PSCishall not be
required if (i) the owner sells a minority interest in the facility to a third-party investor
that does not reumlt in a transfer of majority ownership or conirol of the facility, (ii) the
owner transfers a collateral security interest in the facility, or (iii) the owner sells its
interest in the fadlittoa person or entity-thatibecomes a passive owner of the facility
solely for financing purposes, nor shall such transferee or purchaser be subject to the
CPCN and therequirements and obligation therein solely :by virtue of acquiring and
holding suchinterests. In the event that an entity holding a collateral security interest
in the facility or passive ownership for financing purposes acquires ownership or -
control of the facility so as to divest the owner of its ability.to control the construction
or operation of the facility, such entity shall be subject to this PC and its conditions.

93. Informational copies of the reportsi required regarding change of ownership, air
quality requirements, cultural resources, and traffic, as described in Conditions 57, 58,
68, 69, 71a, 79,82, 84, 86, and 87 shall be sent to the Power Plant Research Program at
the following address:

Director
Power Plant Assessment-Division
.Deparhmet of. Natural Resources
Tawes State Office Bldg., B-3
560 Taylor Avenue
Annapolis, Maryland,21401
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client and agency contact for wetland delineation and permitting issues. Managed and
coordinated the field activities of severl wetand biologists. Prepared wetland delineation
reports and impact assessmints.

Gaia Inc. - Strom Restoration Project, Brevard, NC - Project Botanist - Worked with the
North Carolina Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) to prepare a plan to restore 2+
linear miles of Class A trout waters in Transylvati County, North Carolina. Prepared a riparian
vegetation restoration plan.

MeNel Island Wetland Delineation and Critical Areas Inventory - Wushington
Department ofCorreedion, Olympia, Washington. WetlandScientLmd/Senior Biologist.
Conducted wetland delineations, wetlands ratings, and wetlands classifeation for the McNeil
Island Correctional Facility. Delineated wetlands in accordance with the Washington State
Wetlands Delineation Manuat evaluated the quality and condition of wetlands using the
Washington Wetlands Rating System (Western Region); classified wetland and surrounding
upland vegetative community types; evaluated the project area for special status species" (state
and federal threatened, endangered, and candidate specks, as well as Department-of Fish-and
Wildlife priority species and habitats); prepared a wetland delineation report in accordance with
Title 18 for Pierce County, WA.

Bee Hive Basin Subdivilon Wetlad-Dellneation and Permitting- Bee HiveDevelopment -
Bozeman, MoutIa. Project Manager/Wetland Scientht. Conducted wetland assessment and
delineation, prepared section 404 wetland and Montana'State 310 stream crossing permit
application, and consulted with both state and federal regulatory agencies to:gain permit
approval-

Agrium Phosphate Mine Wetnand Delineation - Soda Springs, Idaho. Wetand Biologist
Conducted a wetland delineation'of a proposed railroad ertension corridor in southeasteir Idaho.
Prepared the wetland delineation report. Consulted with USACE regarding site hydrology and
other site data to evaluate jurisdictional status.

Agrium Phosphate Mine, Tailings Pond Wetlad Delineation -. Soda Springs, Idaho.
WetlandSciewtist. Conducted-a wetland delineation of a proposed tailings pond site at Agrium's
Conda Phosphate Operations Facility. Preparedthe wetland delineation report. Consulted with
USACE rctrding site hydrology and other site data to evaluatejurisdictional status.

Norm Wetland Bank Monitoring Plan, Big Timber, Montana, Wet!andScientist.
Developed and prepared a site-specific wetland monitoring protocol including a quantitative
sampling scbeme using vegetative cover data coalected along linear transets to evaluate the
establishment of wetland vegetation and other featdres at the wetland bank site. Conducted a
wetland delineation of a proposed tailings pond site at Agrium' s Conda Phosphate Operations
Facility. Prepared the wetland delineation report. Consulted with USACE regarding site
hydrology aid other site data to evaluate jurisdictional status.



Wedund Delineation and Penrittig - Federal Highways Anml a - Six Riven
National Forest, California - Conducted wetland delineation for an approximately 8 mile
railroad corridor and several bridge crossings in northern Caliform. Completed threaned and
endangered speces surveys and wetland permit application to support project Envionmenta
Assessment.

Wetland Delineation and Permitting - NC Army National Guard - Raleigh, North
Carolina -Conducted wetland delineation for a proposed road corridor and bridge crossing for
the.NC Army National Guard in central North Carolina. Completed wetland permit application
and strem buffer zone protection survey.

Rare Plant Survey and Floristie Inventory - US Army National GCard, Butner, North
Carolina. LeadBotanist. Characterized and mapped vegetation communities in accordance with
t NCO.Natural Heritage Program and IntemAional Vegetation Classification systems. Identified
and documented rare plants and communitytypes including several rare plant occurrences within
Piedmont basic me.sic forest and mafic outcrops occuring on the approximately 5,000 acre camp.

Rare Plant Survey and Floristc Inventory - US Army National Gu , Smyrna and
Gorman VTS, Nashville, Tennesse Lead Botanist. Characterized and mapped vegtation
communities in accgnIance with the TN Natural Heritage Program and international Vegetation
Classification systens. Identified and docunented rare plants.and community types including
several rare plant occurrences within cedar glade and western mesophytii foret communities on
both training sites.

Rare Plant survey - Threte" and Endangered.Specie. Survey, Georgia Transmission-
Company - Valdoata Tranumusion line - Southern Georgia. Lead Botanist.. Chaacterized
vegetation.and identified rare plant species and habitats within a forty-mile corrido•r i outhem
Georgia. Project involved field recomnaissance to identify and classify vegetative community
types, identification of rare plant species andfor suitable habitat, determination of habitat quality
and condition, and Section 7 consultation with the USFWS. Identified several rare plant
occurmces within longlcaf p savam cmmunities including yeDow pitcher.plmt •
(Sar•.ceniaflava), parrot pitcher plant (S. psiftacla), honeycmb (Balduminatropwwrea), and
plum leaf azala-(RmWdodendron pr*n .foimn).

Quantitative Vegetation Survey of Overton Park - The National Audubon Society,
Memphis, Teunessee. Project Botanist. Conducted a vegetation assessment and rare plant
survey of remnant old growth forest communities in Overton Park, Memphis, TN. Quantitatively
sampled vegetation and analyzed data using multivariate analysis techniques to classify,
community types. Prepared a site conservation and management plan.

Vegetation Survey - Meadowcreek Land Trust, Nashville, Tennessee. Project
Ecologi st/otanist. Conducted baseline documentation, including a rare plant survey for a 2000-
acre property conservation easement property located in central Tennessee. Prepared a site.

management plan addressing road density and recreational use.



Vegetatlhu Survey and Community Classufication - NorthCarolina Natural Heritap
Program - Conducted a botanical inventory of portions of the Pigeon River Gtre~borderng
CGate Smoky MountainsNational Paik Documented seveal new rare plant occurrences
including several stands. of Buckleya distichophylla, considered one of the rarest shlmbs in North
America. Mapped vegetation community types and prepared documentation to be Included in the
statewide database.

Botanical Survey for the'H.P. Fuller Preserve - HP. Fuller Company - St. Paul, Minnesota.
Project M•nager/Zead Botanfst. Conducted a re plant survey and ciamcterized and mapped
vegetative habitats. Evaluated habitat quality and condition. Prepared a vegetative resorces
report Unique features encounteredincluded several renmant prairie communities containing
species considmindu 'nr.crnmon in the region.

ElkRiver lanned Unit Development (PUD) - Elk River, MNnesoti. Project Manager/Lead
Botanist. Conducted'a rare plant survey and c haractedized-and mapped vegetative habitats,.
Elaluated habtat qoality and condition. -Prepared a biological survey report. Uniqueleateues
encountered included several remnant Hill's oak savannah communities containing species
considered uncommon in hevefion. .

Baseline Botanical-Survey for City of BoIse Land xdmange-Project - North Idaho. Lead
Botanist. Characterized vegetation-resources and identified rare plant species within several U.S.,
Forest Serice'(USFS) and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) parcels proposed for exchange
with the state of Idaho. Project involved compiling existing information and performing field
reconnaissance to identify and classify vegetative community types, identify rare plant species
and[or'suitable bithat ad determine habitat qualiy and condition. -Unique feafttes identified.
included several rare plant species Withinold growth mesic foret communities, including Pacific
starflower (NeataIea latsifola), the state endemic Case's fumitory (Corydals caseanavar.
hastaia), chickweed monkeyfldwer (AMmulus al/inoldes), and Constance's cardam"im
(Cardaini6e cdnstancect.

Baseline Vegetation Survey to Support Proposed Smokey Canyon Min Expansion R -
Simplot Corpor.* Is/U FS - Soda Springs, Idols..Botanist. Project ilivolved completing
threatened and endangered species surveys and vegetation charcterization and mapping..;
Sagebrush communities were quantitatively sampled and characterized across an elevation
gradient using th line intercept •eihd to providebaseline bonditionsfor future affects analysis
and monitoring.

Rare Plant Survey - Athmta Gold, Inc. - Atlanta, IdNO. Botanist. Project involved
completing threatened and endangered species surveys. and vegetation chracterzation and
mapping of a USFS tract proposed for mine expansion. Targeted surveys included those for
Ute's ladies Tresses- (*pirawthes dfluvia/f)i, 'a fedilallytthreatened specie. Vegetation inriparian
arm.a was quantitatively sampled using a riparian classification protocol developed by the Idaho
Namua Heritage Program.,



consultation. Prepared Environmental Resource Reports (ERRs) for water and biological
resources. Primaryissues included p6tential impactsto spotted owl mtrbled--nlet, 13
Evolutionarily SignificantUnitsa(ESUs) of salmonids, marine mammals, and coastal zone
management concerns.

Programmatic Biological Assessment (BA) for Bull Trent - Montana Department of
Transportation, Montna. Asistant Project Manager. Provided support for the development
of a programmatic BA for Bull Trout for proposed and future projects. The BA was developed-to
conserve bull trout populations b y recommending impact minimization and mitigation measures
to be employed in diffeiintbiological "zones" (Le. core spawning habitat or stream reaches,
migratory habitat, maginal habitat• etc.):undervarious construction scenarios including bridge
maintenance activities, reconstruction, etc. The progranmatic BA was also developed to jointly
group actions according to dte appropriate effects determinations.

Essex-Middlesex Natural Gas Pipeline Project, Tennessee Gas Pipeline Company, Boston,
Massachusetts Responsible for conducting rare species and, vernal pool assessment surveys for
specified rare species and sipificant habtats.. (including vernal pools) along 7.81 miles of
proposed pipeline. Surveys were conducted in accordance with Massachusetts Endangered
Species Act M.G.L c. 131A and regulations 321 CMR 10.00 and based on consultation with
Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and.Wildlife, Natural.Hedtage and Endangered Species
Program (NMESP). As part of this task1 the project team conducted surveys, prepared summar
reports, filed rare species and habitat documentation with agencies, and filed appropriate permits.
Saco Industrial Park NaturalResoure Permit Application, Intelligent Controls,,Inc., Sace,
Maine - Responsible for conducting threatened and endangered species investigations to support
a Maine Site Location of Development Act (SLDA) pe-nit application.for a proposed industrial
facility in the town of Saco Maine. Project also involved preparation-of the SLDA applicatiorr
and an associated Maine Natural Resource Permit Application (NRPA) that reviewed potential
impacts to natural resources including special status state and-federally listed species, wetlands,
and significant wildlifb habitats. Consulted with Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and •
Wildlife, Maine Natural Ameas'Program, and the US Fish and Wildlife Service to further evaluate
potential:impacts to 0gnificant natural nesourms.including rare species habitat, wetland, and •
tidal streams.

Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) Villa Rica Bypass EA - Villa Rica, GA.
Semor BoogiZt. Conducted baseline investjgaions and inpact analyses for a proposed highway
bypass nearVilla Rica, GA.. Consulted with GDOT-on avoidance and minimization measures
and corridor alignment. Consulatd with-regulatpry agencies such as USFWS and the USACE
regardingvregulatory compliance. Prepated weland permit application and mitigation plan,
Section I consultation documents, Ecology Assessment, and EA.

Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) Carrolton Connector Roads EA -
Carrmoton, GA. &"or Biologist. Conducted baseline investigations and impact analyses for a
proposed.highway expansion near Carrlton, GA. Consulted with (DOT on avoidance and
minimization measures and corridor alignment. Consulted with regulatory agencies such as



Environmental Impast Statement (EIS) for Proposed Steel Mil and RailroamL Minnesota
Steel, Inc. and Itasca County, Minnesota- Grand Rapids, MinnesotaL Senior Biologist and
Technmcal Advisor. Involved in the planning of a Surface Transportation Board (STB) led HIS for
a proposed steel mill and railroad corridor in northern Minnesota. Oversaw the completion of
baseline surveys including wejand delineations, T&E species surveys, and.habitat mapping..
Conducted agency scoping and oversaw the completion of preliminary analyses and document
preparation for resources within the affected environment.

Environmental Assessment (FA) and USACE Individual Permit Application for a
Proposed.Fehlspar Mine.- I-minerals, Inc. - Bovili, Idaho. PJroject Manager. Mr. Myers is-
cunily managing a USACE led EA for a proposed feldspar-mine and processing facility in
northern Idaho. Conducted agency consultation and scoping meetings. Oversaw the completion
of baseline surveys including wetland delineations, T&E species surveys, and habitat mapping.
Overseeing the completion of impact analyses and document preparation for all resources within
the affected environment Overseeing the completion of aUSACE IndiViduAl Permit Application
for unavoidable impacts to waters of the U.S. and pieparation of a wetland mitigation and stream
relocation design plan.-

Envlremental Impact Statement (NIS) for Hartsfield International Airport Sth Runway-
Atlkta, Georgia. Senior Bologit. Responsible for completing the baseline numra mource
investigations, analysis of potential impacts, and preparing the affected environment and
environmental consequences, sections for the-proposed Ha'rtfield-international Aiport 5-
Runway Extension EIS. Assisted in facilitating public andintardisciplinary team meetings.
Conducted agency consultations including USFWS Section 7c onstltation and prepat•in of a
Biological Assessment (BA).

Environmental Assessment(EA) - Air National Guard -Alpena CRTC - Alpenia
fichigan. AssislwawPrqject Amaager. Assisted in managing the completion-of a NEPA EA for

proposed thneat emitter construction on.the Alpena CRTC in north=e Michigan. Completed
baseline investigations and impact analyses. Prepared the biological and physical resource
components of the NEPA EA document. Consulted with the ANG and other federal and state
agencies regarding environmental review and regulatory compliance.

Environmental Assessment (EA) - Wyoming Army National Guard - Camp Guernsey -
Guernsey, Wyoming. PTohwect Manager. Assisted in managing the completion of a NEPA EA
for proposed range improvements and changes to the range training program and missian,.
Completed baseline investigations and impact analyses. Prepared the biological and physical
resource components of the NEPA EA document. Consulted with the WYANG and other
federal and state agencies regarding environmental review and regulatory compliance.

FERC Application - Environmental Resource Reports for Northem Star Natural Gas LNG
Terminal Facility and Pipeline Astria Oregon. eitorBiologist-andAdvisor. Conducted.
baseline investigations and impact analyses for a proposed LNG terminal and pipeline in
northwestern Oregon. Helped coordinate public and agency meetings. Conducted agency



USFWS and the USACE regarding regulatory compliance. Popared wetland permit application
and mitigation pima, Section 7 consultation documents, Ecology Assessment, and EA.

USFS Idaho Panhandle National Forest - Sandpoint; Idaho. Sior Botanus. Completed
analysis of effects to vegetation resources for a proposed timber sale near Sandpoint, Idaho.
Prepared Biological Assessment (BA) and vegetation sections of the Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences chapters for project Environmental Impact Statement (W),
Participated in USFS agency meetings.

Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) - Aipharetta Intersections. Senior
BiologWit. Conducted baseline investigations forseve-al proposed ODOT intersection projects.
Completed ummerous Categorcal Exclusion (CE) documents for these projects.

Georgia Departuiet of Transportation (GDOT) - Southiern Georgia Iridge Upgrades.
Senior Biologist Conducted baseline investigations and impact analyses for proposed bridge
expansion projeMcs in somthern GA. Consulted with GDOT on avoidanc and minimization
measures and bridge design. Consulted with regulatory agencies such as USFWS and the
USACE regarding regulatory•c•mplance. Prepared permit applications and Categorical
Exclusion documents (CE) for the projects.

GeorgiaDepartment of -Transportation (GDOT) US 27 Realignment.-Cuthbert to
Bluffios, GA. Senior Biologist. Conducted baseline investigations and impact analyses for a,
proposed highway extension between Cuthbert, and Blufton, GA. Consulted with GDOT on
avoidance and minimiation measures and corridor allgment. Cosulted with regulatory
agentis such as USFWS and the USACE regarding regulatory compliance. Prepared we•tand
permit applcation and mitigation.plan, Section 7 consultation docunments, Ecology Assesment,
and F.

Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) McGinnis Ferry Road Upgrades - Forsyth
County, GA. Senior Blokio*t,o. Coniducted baselinm investigations and impact.analyses for:
highway upgmdes in Fosyth-County, GA. Consulted with GDOT on avoidance and
minimization measues and. corridor alignme.. Consulted withiegulatory agencies such as
USFWS and the USACE regnaring regulatory complince.. Prepared wetland permit application
and mitigation plan,.Section 7 consultation documents, Ecology Assessment, and EA..

Georgia Department of Transportation (GDOT) US HWY 400Upgrade - Cornelia, GA.
Senior Biologwt. Conducted baseline investigations and impact analyses for a proposed highway
expansion near Cornelia, GA.. Consulted with GDOT on avoidance.and minimizatiom measures
and corridor alignment Consulted with regulatory agencies such as-USFWS and the USACE
regarding rgulatory compliance. Prepared wetland permit application and mitigation plan,
Section 7 consultation documents, Ecology Assessment, and EA.

Flint Hill Kansa Wind Farm Fatal Flaw Analysis and Natural Resour Studies - Florida .
Power and Light Energy, LLC. Completed.a fatal flaw analysis for a proposed 100-megawatt
wind farm in the Flint Hills of Kansas. Thi included analyzing existing site conditions and



potential environimental and natural resource issues for consideration during turbine siting and
project permitting.- Conducted baseline biological studies including characterization and
mapping of existing tall grass prairie habitat, spring and fall migratory bird surveys, and a
greater prairie chicken lek -survey anilinventry. -Consulted with regulaio-y agencies including
the USFWS and various Kansas state agencies rearding strategies for avoidance and
minimizatio of impacts to 'sensitive T1esaoues. Information gathered during both the biseline
inveosgations and agencyconsultations was used to assist FPL Energy with design and
configuraton of the wind farm site.

FrentRange Colorado Win Farmu atal Flaw Analysis.- Navitas Energy.: C•ompleted a fatal
flaw analyars for a proposed 50-magawatt wind farm near Colorado Spring•, Colorado. This
included analyzing existing site cbnditions and potential evironmental and natural esource.
issues for considration during project permitting. Primary issues identified and evaluated
included locatous 'of avian migratory pathways andrapt6r prey sources (prnimafly black tailed
prairie dog towns). Consulted with USFWS-migratory biid specialists to determine the
significance of the project arafor migrating raptorsatnd-other birds. Consuted with state and
federal regulatory agencies regar-ding the ul range of pneritting requirements for the project
site. Conducted a baseline investigation of black tailed prairie dog towns and native rangemand
habitats that support sensitive grassland bird species.

Alberta anudMont•m TIe 2S0 kv Trmmlssion Corridor, Alberta,--Can**, td Montana,
USA. Senior Biologit. Involved in completing baseline studies and impact analyses to support
the preparation of a Mntana Facility SitingAct Appication andftr•sidential Permit for an
approximateiy 120-mile transmission.coridor betweenm berta and Montana, USA. Project
involved conducting baseline studiesincluding habitat assessments amd surveys for special sts
species including burrowing owl, sharp-tailed grouse, and sevetal listed plantspecies. Assisted
with overseeing the impact analysis, agency coordination and consultation, and preparation of
final documents.

Wedand and Stream ResMral*on Desdpin Pi, lUldafts BMank, and Biological Assessment
OBA), Montana DepAMMn of Tuiuortuto Opportunity Ponds Bank Design-
Anaconda, Montana. P Mae n M ager. Prepad a-wetland and stream restoration design plan
for a proposed wetland bank within the Bunte-Anaccnda Superfind site-in western Montana.
Design plan included techniques for restoringfluvdl and wetland processes, as well as .
development of a phytoremediafion buffer to reduce concentrations of surrounding heavy metal
contaminants. An EPA rapid ussessment was used to evaluate existing and desired future stream
conditions.; Consulted with EPA, the USACE, USFWS,.and-various state agencies to address
water quality, threatened and. endangered species, and permitting issues and to assess the
potential mitigation credit value of the proposed project.

Weland Permitting and. itigation for CSXT, Inc., Mainline SidingsPrejects, Indina,
Kentucky, Teunnsee, and Alabama. Senor Wetland Sci•ndst Prepared individual and
nationwide-wetland permit applications inmcluding wetland and streammitigation plans for over
20 siding prject in five states. Project alsoinolved -on i With client aonys and
regulatomy personnel regarding potential impacts, mitigation plans, and property acquisition.
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BOARD Of PTSU C WR

MICb=U 17, 1968

1, Remove the oysters tfr F2ag Pond natural
oyster bar and transplant said oystae am
a natural oyster bar.

2. Construct a revemet•st and a Jetty and to
dredp and place fill In Chloepeake Day
near Lusby, Calvet County, Naryland.

i

11111l1m11111111l1111t1l 00005m72

1O04040-1D40-0 O0O5S9721
BGE PRESIDENTWS OFFICE
ASSET MANAGMENT SER1ACES DIV

MD, STATE OF BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS (1211111968)
PERMWT TO REMOVE OYSTERS FROM FLAG POND
Bt 00i001771i Shelf Loat•i:



Aaryland, State of FILING Dawn
Board of Public Waite
Permit dated 12/17/68.0 = oN.- 805.

STATE OW MARYLAIM.
DVPARTMENT OP "CEIAVIIEAKE •AY AFFAIRS aoS-,t . mmnO

STATE OFFICE BUILDING LOUIS M.PHIPPS, JR.
ANNAPOLIS, MA*VLA4O21404

fty 15, 1969

Mr. Austin E. Pemn
Chairfm of the Board
Baltizuore Gas as d Electric ompoar
Gas and Electric hailding
Baltimore, MaTylmnd 21203

Dear Mr. Penne

I =l advised by the Natsral Resources Nanageent
XL'ision that no sipg .icant quantity of oysters no remaims
in -that area -of Flag -Pond Nat*&il Oyster - ar frou which the

.l.ut.ore sr w leZictiric Company speed to- rem• • the oater
popuLation. Aocoiding27, no ~tdoa effort. is -required of
the Baltimore Gas and Electric 0v.apapw to meet the tenm vf
our agreeent.

We uidbh t'O ez~prees odiýr ppreiaon'for the excellent
cooperation we haye bad from the. Ral~more Gas and Xeotric
Comp•" in the removal Qperatiof.."

Sincerely icon.

JH~tbef

act Mr. Frederick W1. Sialing
Mr. Pei V, Nmcee



STATE OF MARYLAND
DEPARTMENT Of C•USAPEAKE SAY AFFAIRS Jam@W ILtA imA s

STATE OFFICE BUILDING L0 m
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND 21404 LOiUIS . PKtPPURjR.

&Juma7 20, 3969

ft. LAwtft Z. Non
Ohm'! mm of the Board
blatmow Gane Ileoteic Oopai
Os. d .otlo ildiag
bmltImse ftrbland 21203

Dear -. POmU

Roeet of your letter of Jamar2 16 and the dkeok
for $200#000 In acordsoo e uth aegsremmat readied at the
meetlug of the Board-of PWbic Va*s on. Dec.wr 1?, 2W6

As stipulated In your letter If the BaltImor• e
and •e.•trio OoqmaV does not roeeve fma the g. S. A• ( 't

Oorps of Rogiaers a peislt for oonstmotios of a zrevetmmt J v./
md jettigy and to dredge and 91ll In the Chaqseaks &W now
l.a*t, Nal7,and.. tb papnt of *200O000 vould be refunded to
the Baltimors Gas and .leot•c Oop•,.

8ims"Ir ymn,

jos~h 1

Jabaf
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January 9, 1969

Mr. Austin E. Penn
Chairman of.the Board
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company.:
.Baltimore Gas end Electric Building
Baltimore, Maryland

Dear Mr. Penn:

The Board of Public Works at its meeting on December 17, 1968,
considered your .-request that-the Board approve the application for
a permit requested by you from the Corps of Engineers to construct
a revetmant and a jetty and to dredge and plaoe.fill in the Chesa-
peake Bay near Lusby, Calvert County, Maryland.

After considerable discussion by the representatives of the
Baltimore Gas anrd Electri Company and the Department of Chesapeake
Bay Affairs, the following agreement was approved by the Board -of
Public Works:

1. Baltimore Gas and Electric Company will immediately remove
the oysters from Vlag Pond natural oyster bar and transplant said
oysters on a natural oyster bar designated by the ]Department of
Chesapeake Bay Affairs under supervision of that Agmny.

2. The Company is authorized to proceed with construction of
a revetment and a jetty and to dredge and place fill in Chesapeake
Bay near Lusby, Calvert County, Maryland as described in Public
Notice dated 5 November 1968, Department of Army, Baltimore District
Corps of Engineers NABOP-P (Baltimore Gas and Electric Company) 112.

3. Baltimore Gas and Electric Company will immediately deposit
$200,000 to the credit of the Depar'ment of Chesapeake Bay Affairs, to
be expended exclusively by that Agency for rehabilitation of natural
oyster bars of Calvert County for loss from the destruction of Flag
Pond natural oyster bar by const-uctiom of the Nuclear Power Plant
(including the construction referred to in #2 above, and the intake
and discharge channels to be applied for later).

4. Baltimore Gas and Electric Company and the Department of
Chesapeake Bay Affairs will each appoint one representative to an
Arbitration Board. These two representatives will then select a
third, neutral member of said Board.



M4r. A~usti~n Penn--
Baltimore Gas and Electri•i ompany

January 9, 1969

Page -2-

5. Arbitration will take place three years after the Calvert
Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant has commenced normal operation.

6. The Arbitration Board is limited only to the determination
of damages. It will determine what allowance in excess of $200,000,
if any, is warranted by the damage to Flag Pond Oyster Bar resulting
from all the construation and the operation of the nuclear power
plant.

7. In no event will such allowance in excess of the Initial
$200,000 exceed an additional $200,000 i e., In no event will the
total possible allowance be less than $200,000 or mor'ethan $400,000.

It is, therefore, in order for you to proceed to make arrange-
merits with the Department of Chesapeake Bay Affairs for the removal
of oysters from Flag Pond and to transplant them.

Very truly yours,

Andrew_ Heubeck, Jr.Secretary

AH: blk

oc: Mr. Joseph H. Manning

I



AgreemeitI ago"".
bltitwme gus Sid Elevtrle Coppmny

endStteof !%MjRvmd

C

~21A

On Tuesday, ODuember 17, IW8, the Om .of PuIIic WiNs held
i publi c meeting to wonsder, other things, the liswei of a perift

"a tIle Iftimn Gans end FlectrIc C pe.. for t cnettactlo of a vet-

"agt and Jolly and to dredge and Pauei fil I I1. the Cite"Paea bly. Mr.
loseph H. Meaning, Dire~te of thme Depmrtimen of Chisapsmelt by Affairs,
,nd Mr. idward S. Dgm, "Jot Asslsta. Attorney Oeuuu- 1, appeared to

ldvise t B that tim plan of fth Clp.f... to drede, ard fIll on flog

Obe asturml oyster bar, wmnld, if carried out, reolt. In depittvo# t of .

I oyster ber estwlusid ft be wort approxiaemtely W50,000 to the
as a capitl mua t. Wr. George VW. OeIl., IIt, legislative cowneel to

Company, esd Mr. A nt, - E. Pups, Oh.aluen f the fterd and Chief
Il e Offilor, .ngroeqe.inWii ngness to provide reseronbto aaapamailtlo

tio State. but objecte 19 fth computation poodusag the $=,ON 00sum on
grundtlwit It weludled saverul relevant fester from consideration-

Ieee +he parties ompning. ulet t reealed. their bawsc difteresasn to
oWaer +he .a1wo.n f eup•enl tieom and procedwrs•l.tl e Qvove dlrn i rtoa

+thet parties retire to fg ofIce for magp+lation of. the"e points.
This sOejptielon resulted- In the adaption by te twoo parties of

fIIt # ow! apiu.ee.. which wsm submitted fta ,nd tfroved br. the erd
A fb II a Waiks:

I.. Itm lne e Ga nd Electric Ounpiny wiII .Imedltely remove the

f .rM flog .. ed uuturel oystar • e• nd ..trepient. sl.d oysters on a
It ">merbr designaeda by the Depertmmnt of Chaeupeelme bty Af fairs

- aloe, of "ast Agency.

2. The Cappeny Is authlIared to prSeed with aoms+trulon of a
end a J"ety and to dredge and pIeae fill In Cmuepsphe bIy near

PMIIUC RBnmONSH
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LUsby, Calvert COw",y -"rland ýas descrbed in ubl ic Nbile. daedW

I mwmb IoS, Deprtimnt of Army, hiltimere olotrict Corps of Ingimorn

•"P-O OWitlmers e lectriO Oui ly) 112.

3. bltimre ei in* d Eleciric 'ospeisy will loOipnlty deosit

520 i0 o tilecredit of the Depertmeet of Cimesupkes by Affa Irs, to be

eqiie e NtwivelY by that AencY for rehebfiltetios of natural oyste

hersof Cetvrt!`Ommty fr lais' from the destrictinm of ?l ,001ond natrl

WV.~ 6W by OOstrWtlo mi of N'lWsr 11w Pt tiner l (includilng the Con-

u e referred to I bn • inove, and i nmfintae endischa ge cemntals t

61pp " aI lot for late)shll be penId, tr oster, rnevlet olli ftat

4. biatim" Qa BsW fn lectric'Ceepeny and tha Department of

ha y Afta Irv w.1IIllm gos amint one repsesentat ive to an

1twatlo aerd. Thene I" warenttvs wil the "n select athird,

"I umber of sold herwd.

5.Arbtretigst wil take piece three Veers after the Calvert

Iffts Nuoclear Poawe Pleant has' fsesn ormelI operatioo.

6. The Arbtretlton Boerd It I flulle ono*ly + h eemnto

demegs. i wI desteramie 'whet @I jammee Jim emee. -of 5200,000, if

myf, !s wminrrwe by the demeg io* alag Ptd oyster ftr resulting from *Il

h omstiaeionandthebpeatoutt o fthsueleer pow~ plant.

*7. In no evupt wll such al lowarme 1. ass m om te11 Initial

000m gsosed ian ditltonl 52o00,000 i.e., in no event will the lists)

poibis al loomem be'lss than 5200,00 or mereo than sm0,006.

m
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8. An arbItration agrlemmew viii be drifted by the bltilmre

and Eleetrlc Company end mubmilted to "lea Dopmrtmem of Chemopkl

Atfs.,u for apprl mI by the Attorney .mertf.

colmnmow i

~a a

.4. * -. ~** .o a
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Janurary 9, 1969

Mr. Josdo R. vlannuing, D~xector
Deprtmwat of 0ssapmle lay Affairs
AmimPOWt, Maryland

Dear mr. Nuaudiig

Do Saud of Publts Works at i.ts Asetdxfg on Desember 17, 1968coalieef* rqu.:halt the Board &pzt.A- pia~~Li
pommt Vh~mmothi by .the Baltimwor am ad cleveric Ou*mpwfrImtim ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~. Ow fUfae'st msuo aMemeta andto is tow pin fill In theihm qspmlake Iy rawe Umfsb, Cevwit
emmsmItya.

After Goansefab3.e discnon I,~ betwa wopx sateet of 010uatIamww Gowad S lsattie Company and th Depatntm of Ceaeksay Afeftelp, thIm following .grwuIft "ae &DR by the imWat.

1,. paltiuw" Gas an 52"tt~ upm Wii il ti vthe pystor t"o ruag FMAm natural. uiistw = ad tromspl *Iaido~ta 0 natural ayjemr )MM dwtasesmid by tmDapuwrtok of

goeeist i aqw Sto at wi ad to vu~ man0d ,Io idt emtr S m ~wsat
S" .BO umNOW, CMIVsift OVARY ,ilado iemscrato AU~Ido 5ai ia ov lwmBer 1368, ofm Azm, 3aUtICIII mstwmt-caps of beimems OWN6.P cma Us atdC~ 13.2,

1. SOUUtSman au d z1ettria COMPOW w"I III"I$=$D*oc to do "Smut Of th Sepna* amt ns~'9tr
to We OWWMpms Swminlusiwby that Aom tovdsilttu

* n~~ama s)SOst bar of Omavust OMAt fm IoNN fum the dootwermi
Of ROM~ hdSmItu" Ovever bar by, mevtmustm adof tim lm NimesSal~ug soutruticsa reftowsi to In Of &Aw~ As

Osak adtdM2"irg .biMMU~ to be appIM fOr UMW),.
4. baltimovo Gas ead Zlastu Compm md Om be.,. - of-iaa~waaswk* SWp Affafte vii euid apps** men r~n I mtaIWO to doarbitrettms lend. ftm tw I -- I will -dtve w 0@is3m*tathir Mw Inu) -I INer of sai kwsd.
so. fstjktii 1131 tdie pein dow yn es aftem dom Odmia

Cl~fttwMli POW"r Plait hm s"ws pee

6. gosAhiUA 305102 to UmItd MInY to dom ian-mpsmotof dung". -itf eTswuvb. *me apmam~ne in exeem WOT wwýM,



January 16, 1969
70 mr, 0. L.Ximoft

FROM G. V. ceplart

SUBJECT Order to Have a Check Drawn

Ple6se pay to the order of:

NAME state oa maryland
For the use of the

ADD= Dalprtuent of Cbheapeake Bay Affairs
State Office Bilding , -
Annapolis, Maryland 21401

AMOUBT $2005000.00 -

REASON As per agreement made before the Board of Public Works on Deceombr J7, 1968V
$200,000.00 is hereby paid to the Deparmant of Cbmapaekhe Bay Affairs to be

* expended exclusiely by that Agency for rehabilitation of .natural oyster bars
of •wVatt County for-flosa from the destrictiou of Flag Pond -natural oyster
bar br construction of' the-Ruclear Power Plant. -Stwk p-aymant: is subject to
_efin_ isn th0 event the i•or is unable to siazuc -V mrequired. permit from the

IUPAEM&FU *.p of En~gineers U'.S Amyj
IaUa.-ai6ltrie ConstrumtTion'

CHARGE A 3C01IC 11260-4
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J.. A. BUI4Glen
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Mr. Josegb a. bmtnoo DOnstar
D~s eft. at CIwepoeks Day AMUalg
1isumw go 1969

Pop. -2-

it mw, In a rmt1ted by the damage to "la fted (O;itat D lt AgGGe lAfroml dl tim constmuai±m di the veaptimt~ of the r3.er Power

7. bw so gvait will suaah alIoenoug Ini *M~a5 of turn UIMU1L$200 00 vowed an ad~1tional $20U, 00O I.e., in sto evmen wMll thetftal poessbl* al-rsw be loee t&ha; $200,=0 -or mwes tiau $400, 000.

Very truly - obW,~

AMl bolk

car ultimate

ArX MM, Jr.
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a, MEMORANDUM

| Agreement Between
Baltimore Gas and Electric Company

and State of Maryland

On Tuesday, December 17, 1968, the Board of Publ Ic Works held

a public meeting to consider, among other things, the issuance of a permrt

to the Baltimore Gas and Electric Company for the construction of a revet-

ment and jetty and to dredge and place fill In the Chesapeake Bay. Mr.

Joseph H. Manning,. Director of the Department of Chesapeake Bay Affairs,

and Mr. Edward S. Digges, Special Assistant Attorney General, appeared to

advise the Board that the plans of the Company to dredge and fill on Flag

Pond natural oyster bar, would, If carried out, result In destruction of a

natural oyster bar estimated to be worth approximately $500,000 to the

State as a capital asset. Mr. George W. Delia, 1l1, legislative counsel to

the Company, and Mr. Austin E. Penn, Chairman of the Board and Chief

Executive Offtcer, expressed will ingness to provide reasonable compensation

to the State, but objected to the computation producing the $500,000 sum on

the ground that It excluded severaJ relevant factors from consideration.

Since the parties' opening statements revealed their basic- disagreement to

be over the amount of compensation and procedures, the Governor directed

that the parties retire to his office for negotiation of these points.

This negotiation resulted In the adoption bythe two parties of

the following agreement which was submitted -to and approved by the Board

of Public Works:

I. Baltimore Gas and Electric Company will mmediately remove the

ysters from Flag Pond natural oyster bar and transplant said oysters on a

natural oyster bar designated by the Department of Chesapeake Bay Affairs

nder supervision of that Agency.

2. The Company Is authorized to proceed with construction of a

velment and a jetty and to dredge and place fill In Chesapeake Bay near



1.

2

Lusby, Calvert County, Maryland as described In Public Notice dated

5 November 1968, Department of Army, Baltimore Dstrict Corps of Engineers

NABOP-P (Baltimore Gas and Electric Company) 112.

3. Baltimore Gas and Electric Company will Immediately deposit

$200,000 to the credit of the Department of Chesapeake Bay Affairs, to be

expLend6d exclusIvely by that Agency for rehabil ta+tbn of natural oyster

bars of Calvert County for loss from the destruction of Flag Pond -natural

oyster bar by construction of the Nuclear Power Plant (Including the 6on-

structlon referred to In #2 above, and the Intake and dIscharge channels to

be applied for later) shall be expended for oyster repletion In that

County'.

4. Baltimore Gas and Electric Company and the Department of

Chesapeake Bay Affairs will each appoint one representative to an

Arbitration Board. These two representatives will then select a third,

neutral member of said Board.

5. Arbltration will take place three years after the Calvert

Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant has commenced normal operation.

6. The Arbitration Board. is limited only to the determination

of damages. It will determine what.aIlowance In excess of $200,000, if

any, Is warranted by the damage to Flag Pond Oyster Bar resulting from all

the construction and the operation of the .nuclear power plant.

7. In no event will such allowance In excess of the Initial

$200;0OO exceed an additional $200,000, I'.e., In no event wilII the totaI

possible allowance be less than $260,000 Or"'more than $400,000.

H

I IMP
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8. An arbitration agreement will be drafted by the Baltimore

Gas and Electric Company and submitted to the Department of Chesapeake

Bay Affa i rs for approval by the Atlorney General.

Austin E. Pen
Chai rman of the rd

.112/69
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SUPPLENMST TO
ENVIROjfN1AL REPORlT

C~ALVERIT CLIFFS NUCLEAR POWJER PLANT

BALTIMORE GAS AND BLECTRIC COMPANY
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND

N-OVMMDR 8, 19T1
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9.2.2 Structures On Previously Oven Or Wooded Land

Approximately 300 acres of the t135-acre site are

currently being used in some phase of the construction work. When

the plant is completed, approximately 100 acres will be occupied by

the plant and switching station commlex. The other 200 acres being

used in connection with construction will be restored by reseeding

and replanting.

9.2.3 Loss Of Recreational Use Of Adjacent Shoreline
and Waters

The shoreline in the area of the plant is such that

there is a very limited beach area and this exists only under low tide

conditions. Also, the continuous erosion of the cliffs presents a

significant hazard to anyone who might utilize the limited beach area

for recreatioeal purposes. There has been no previous recreational bene-

fit associated vith the shoreline in the area of the plant and, therefore,

the plant does not create a lose of recreational use in this area.

The plant will not Dreclude the use of the adjacent

waters of the Chesapeake Bay for recreational purposes.

9.2.4 Removal Of Oyster Bar

Since a portion of the Flag Pond oyster bar, located

in the Chesapeake Bay in front of the Calvert Cliffs plant, Vas in the

area to be dredged for the intake and discharge channels and the barge

slip for the plant, the Company entered into an agreement with the State

of Maryland, which was approved by the Board of Public Works on

December 17, 1968, whereby the Company agreed to remove the oysters from

the relatively unproductive natural oyster bar and to transplant them

onto a natural oyster bar designated by the Department of Chesapeake

Bay.Affairs. In addition, the Company agreed to deposit the sum of
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$200,000 with the Deartmuent of Chesaweake aW Affairs to be expended

by that agency for rehabilitation of natural oyster bars in the waters

of Calvert County. The aereement further provided for an additional

sum to be paid as the result of arbitration to be conducted three

years after the Calvert Cliffs plant had commenced normal operation,

in the event that it was determined by an arbitration board that any

damage to marine life had occurred.

Me oyster reuovAl operation, conducted under the

supervision of the Department of Chesaneake Bay Affairs, -was connleted

in April 1969. A total of 8,756 bushels of oysters were removed and

transnlanted to a natural oyster bar in the Patuxer•t Piver. The

or•-rinnl bar consisted of 680 acres. Oysters were removed fror the

500 acres In the area to be affected by the dred..rin- onerations.

H{owever, the majority of the oy'iters mov,-d were locsited on Po acres wlic&

had been needed in 1942 %nd 1963. One hundred eirhty acres of the

original bear renaln undisturbed. qhe 500-acre nortion has beem closed

and taken off the State oyster bar charts.

The environmental "costs" associated with this oyster

bar renoval have been balanced by the transplantation of the bar and

the rehabilitation of natural oyster bars in the waters of Csavert

County.

9.-2.5 Increase In School Ponulatioon

There will undoubtedly be an increase to the school

population in Calvert County as a result of the movement into the

county of families of members of the permanent plant staff. Based

on the discussion in Section 9.1.2 it is estimated that about 80 plant

enr.loyees will be moving into the county. It is not expected that

this number of new families will create a burden on the capacity of the

Calvert County school system.
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100 acres of forest bordering a deep ravine which was set aside for
the disposal of 3,000,000 cubic yards of bottom material dredged frou.
the Bay. The spoil material is diked and saline water pumped back
into the Bay. The applicant will re-vegetate the spoil as soon as
practical after dredging ceases., Clearing of the forest has been
confined to the actual construction site and to the roads needed for
access to the site. In those places where forest cover has been re-
moved the exposed soilb has been successfully planted with bluegrass.
Also, in a number of instances, access roads were routed around large
trees and groves of trees so that these would be preserved and
adjacent areas would remain scenically attractive.

Most of the impact of construction activities on the upland biota has
already taken place. Clearing of forest acreage has resulted in the
loss of some nesting sites for certain kinds of song birds as well as
a loss of habitat for certain small mammals. At the same time, the
opening of the forest has encouraged more diverse vegetation that is
attractive to other kinds of birds and mammals.

Dredging operations necessary for the establishment of the cooling
water intake channel and outfall conduits will disturb about 50 acres
of the bottom of the Bay near the site. Additional dredging has been
done to permit barges to-unload onshore, The dredging involves 500

.acres of the 680-acre Flag Pond oyster bar immediately offshore from
the plant. Baltiibore Cas and Electric Company has paid $200,000 to
the Department of Chesapeake Bay Affairs of the State of Maryland as
compensation for damage to this oyster bar and has transplanted many of
the oysters from the bar to a site on the nearby Patuxent River which
was selected by the State. Additional compensation may be paid to the
State of Maryland by Baltimore Gas and Electric Company if, after three
years of plant operation, it is determined that marine life has been

Production records of the Flag Pond bar range from 122 bushels in 1964-
1965 to a maximum of 6,772 bushels in 1967-1968; the latter figure par-
tially represents the number of oysters removed from the bar and
transplanted by the applicant.

Sampling by the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia at near-
shore stations within one mile of the plant site indicated that the
abundance of bottom fauna was depressed in 1968 and 1969. This depres-
sion may be the result of silting from the dredging. Continued
biological sampling in this area should better establish the interaction
of the dredging with the alteration.
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Question 10

A narrative to describe and quantify cumulative and indirect impacts resulting from
the project.

RESPONSE

As stated in Section 10.5 of the Calvert Cliffs (CCNPP) Unit 3 Environmental Report
(ER), "Activities to be undertaken during construction and operation of CCNPP Unit 3
are consistent with those currently in place for CCNPP Units 1 and 2. Except for the
construction footprint, available land use and the terrestrial environmental will remain
unchanged." Section 10.5 further states, in part, "The environmental assessment
demonstrates that cumulative adverse impacts to the vicinity and to the region will be
small."

CCNPP Unit 3 ER Section 10.5.1 provides a detailed description of the cumulative
impacts during construction and summarizes, "...the construction of CCNPP Unit 3
will not result in long-term cumulative impacts that are inconsistent with existing land
use. Activities that occur during construction will be managed using best management
practices and compliance with applicable regulations to limit both short-term and long-
term adverse impacts. Furthermore, impacts will cease following completion of CCNPP
Unit 3 and efforts made to reclaim those areas not required for operations."

CCNPP Unit 3 ER Section 10.5.2 provides a detailed description of the cumulative
impacts of plant operation and summarizes, "Potential cumulative adverse impacts
from operations include the withdrawal of water from the Chesapeake Bay, discharge
of cooling tower blowdown, radiological dose consequences, waste generation, noise
from the new hybrid cooling tower and socioeconomic changes." Section 10.5.2 also
describes the impacts associated with several projects in the area of the CCNPP site that
may contribute to cumulative socioeconomic and environmental impacts and concludes
that the cumulative impacts of these projects should be small.

CCNPP Unit 3 ER Section 10.5.3 provides a summary of cumulative impacts and
concludes that for both construction and operation of CCNPP Unit 3; "The
environmental assessment demonstrates that cumulative adverse impacts to the vicinity
and to the region will be small."



SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE

ER Section 10.5 of CCNPP Unit 3 COLA, Revision 3 is attached and provides additional
details regarding cumulative and indirect impacts resulting from the project.

The 3.4 mile exclusion zone was established by the U. S. Coast Guard for LNG tankers
approaching the Calvert Cliffs site and is described further on pages 2.2-81 and 2.2-82
(attached) of FASR Section 2.2.3.1.2 of the CCNPP Unit 3 COLA, Revision 3.
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EIR Section 10,0 Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Actiong

10.5 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Sections 10.1 through 103 summarize theadverse environmental impacts from construction
and operation of {Calvert Cliffs Nuclear Power Plant (CCNPP) Unit 3) thatare potentially
unavoidable, irreversible or irretrievable. Measures to mitigate these impacts are also
discussed. Section 10.4 compares the environmental and economic costs and benefits of the
facility. This section summarizes thepotential cumulative adverse environmental impacts to
the {CCNPP} region. Cumulative impacts include those that are incremental to past and
ongoing activities on the site, along with those that are reasonably foreseeable in the future.

This evaluation of cumulative Impacts is based on a comparison between the existing
environmental conditions presented in Chapter 2 and the potential adverse environmental
impacts of construction and operation detailed in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively. The
evaluation also considers continued operation and license renewal of {CCNPP Units 1 and 21.

{CCNPP Unit 3 will be co-located on the existing nuclear power plant site currently occupied by
CCNPP Units 1 and 2. CCNPP Units 1 and 2 occupy approximately 220.acres (89 hectares), while
CCNPP Unit 3 construction isexpected to utilize approximately 420 acres (170 hectares) of
which 281 acres (114 hectares) will be permanently committed to structures and roads.

The CCNPP site consists of approximately 2,070 acres (838 hectares) located in Calvert County,
Maryland, on the west bank of the Chesapeake Bay. Other major facilities located nearby
include the Patuxent Naval Air Test Center 10 mi (16 kin) south of the CCNPP site, and the
Dominion Cove Point Liquefied Natural Gas site 3.6 mi (5.8 kin) to the south. The 50 mi (80 km)
radius surrounding the siteincludes parts of Maryland, Virginia, Delaware and Washington D.C

Land use in.Calvert County is predominantly farm, forest and residential'housing. The CCNPP
site consists mostly of mixed deciduous forest in various stages of succession, With a smaller
percentage occupied by fields associated with an employee recreational campground and an
area consisting of dredge spoils. None of the construction areais farmland. Topography is
gently rolling, with steeper slopes along water courses. The site average height above sea level
is approximately 100 ft (30 m).

The eastern boundary of the CCNPP site Is the Chesapeake Bay. The ChesapeakeBay Is
approximately 195 mi (313 kin) long and varies in width from 3 to 35 mi (5 to 56 km).
Freshwater input comes from several major tributaries throughout its length, the largest being
the Susquehanna River. The average depth is approximately 21 ft (9 im).

The Chesapeake Bay is a valuable natural resource in that it sustains active commercial and
recreational fisheries for blue crab, oyster and several migratory fish species. Harvest, transport
and marketing these resources are culturally and economically important to the region.)

10.5.1 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS FROM CONSTRUCTION

Construction impacts associated with {CCNPP Unit 3} include grading and clearing, allocation
of land to material lay-down and parking, use of ground and surface waters, equipment noise
and emissions, increased trafficand use of public resources. These activitiesare consistent with
those conducted during the construction of {CCNPP Units 1 and 2.1 Many of the impacts will be
temporary, and most can be mitigated through the use ofbest management construction
practices and stormwater pollution prevention planning required under State and Federal
regulation.

CCNPP Unit 3 10.0-36 Rev. 3
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ER Section 10.0 Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Actiong

[{Groundwater is currently utilized by CCNPP Units 1 and 2 for domestic, plant service and
demineralized makeup water needs. Groundwater use conforms to an allocation imposed by
the Maryland Department of the Environment. Of the 450,000 gpd (1,700,000 Ipd) allocated,
CCNPP Units 1 and 2 utilize, on average, approximately 388,000 gpd (1,470,000 ipd).
Groundwater use during construction will remain within thatallocated and its use will
eventually be replaced with an onsite desalinization plant for CCNPP Unit 3. HoweveT, to date,
neither saltwater intrusion nor land subsidence has been reported.

Additional impacts on wetlands, surface waters and groundwater resources may occur due to
excavation or other activities that change flow patterns such as construction of sedimentation
impoundments, stormwater runoff and dewatering, or that receive construction related waste
effluents. It is anticipated that several vernal streams and impoundments will be affected by
theseactivities. Environmental controls will conform to applicable regulations to minimize
these effects. Efforts to reclaim areas notoccupied by permanent structures or to provide
offsetting habitat such as constructed wetlands will also be undertaken.

Protection of important or otherwise unique:terrestrial habitats, flora and fauna were also
considered in developing the construction plan for CCNPP Unit 3. Surveys of the site were
undertaken to identify sensitive locations and protected species and efforts made to limit
encroachment on these areas. Examples include the Chesapeake Bay Critical Area that
encompasses lands within 1,000 ft (305 m) of mean sea high tide, locations with federally or
statedesignated threatened or endangered species, wetland buffers and contiguous forest
blocks. While certain state or federal designated vegetation and faunal species were found
onsite, their presence wasnot found to be unique to areas potentially affected by construction.

Impacts to aquatic organisms found within freshwater impoundments and streams may be
realized to the extent these surface waters are removed or water quality is affected. A survey of
aquatic resources identified no unique aquatic species occurring with the construction zone.
Typical fauna included the eastern mosquito fish, bluegill sunfish, invertebrate larvae, and
submerged vegetation. Construction activities that may affect these natural resources, such as
erosion and waste water discharge, willbe managed using best management practicesin

conformance with applicable State and Federal permits and regulations.

Because of the preventive. measures and corrective actions identified above and the short-term
nature Of~construction activities, the cumulative impact on surface and groundwater from
CCNPP Unit 3 construction In conjunction with the continued operation ofCCNPP Units 1 and 2
•should be small. Further, use of the existing offsite transmission right-of-way will limit the
amount of land and related natural resources potentially impacted by construction.

An archaeological survey identified 14 sites potentially eligiblefor listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. Four of these are located within the construction footprint. Phasell
archaeological investigations, and subsequent consultation with the Maryland State Historic
Preservation Officer (SHPO) will be: performed forthe four potentially eligible archeology sites
to determine their National Register of Historic Places eligibility if they cannot be avoided.

Potential impacts to the Chesapeake Bay would beassociated with construction of the cooling
water intake and discharge structures and improvements to the barge unloading facility. The
Circulating Water Supply System (CWS) and the Essential Service Water System (ESWS)
(Ultimate Heat Sink) will utilize independent structures located in the southern portion of the
existing CCNPP Units 1 and 2 intake embayment.

CCNPP Unit 3 10.0-37 Rev. 3
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ER Section 10.0 Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Actiong

Dredging of the areas approaching the new structures and the installation of sheet pile may
create some suspended sediment and removal of benthic substrate. Similarly, the dredging
required for installation of the subsurface multi-port~discharge structurewill also require
removal of sediment. Refurbishment of the barge slip will include new sheet pile and widening
of the slip to receive heavy equipment. Activities in navigable waters will conform to
applicable State of Maryland and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers regulations.

Impacts to marine biota will be negligible as previousstudies conducted for CCNPP Units 1 and
2 indicate that the benthic substrate will reestablish following construction and that benthic
species will quickly recolonize. Further theTe are no endangered or threatened marine species
in the CCNPP site area that could be affected by sedimentation or sediment. removal. As a
result, cumulative construction impacts in the Chesapeake Bay are not expected.

Potential adverse cumulative impacts to public health and wellbeing stem from construction
related noise, increased vehicular traffic, aesthetics and emissions. Noise levels will increase
during construction with operation of heavy equipment and vehicles. The State of Maryland
has established maximum decibel levels for different land use zones, the most sensitive being
residential housing. Estimatednoiselevels that may occurduring construction indicate that
due to distance, topography and surrounding forest, levels at the siteboundary are expected to
meet applicable criteria. For onsite workers, it will be necessary to meet Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA) exposure limits through training and use of personal
protective equipment. Cumulative impacts are not expected as construction related noise will
cease upon completion of the construction activities.

Traffic will increase during construction as workers commute from within and outside Calvert
County. The main highway, Maryland State Highway 2/4, will experience additional traffic
during shift change over. A new access road and an additional perimeter road will be
constructed onsitetoaccommodate the excess traffic resulting from CCNPP Unit 3
construction. The access road will remain the.primary entrancefor CCNPP Unit 3 during
operation when the number of workers Is dramatically reduced. Heavy equipment and plant
components will be barged in avoiding temporary blockage of local highways. Construction of
the access road, use of the barge slip for heavy equipment and the decrease in woikers
following construction will limit cumulative impacts of traffic.

Dust, engine exhaust and other facility operations will result in construction related emissions.
Protective actions will be required to ensure that applicable ambient air quality and hazardous
pollutant regulations are met. Applicable permits will be obtained and construction practices,
such as dust control, will be implemented so that cumulative impacts onsite from emissions are
limited and are discontinued following construction.

Topography of the site and its forest canopy will limit visibility of construction activities. The
Chesapeake Bay shoreline consists of high 100 ft (31 m) vertical cliffs. Construction activities,
except for activities related to intake and discharge construction, will occur Inland of the
1,000 ft (305 m) set back further reducing visibility from the water surface. Following

• construction, the multi-port diffuser will be beneath the surface. The intake structures will be
confined to the southern end of the intake embayment and will be visible from certain portions
of the Chesapeake Bay but their appearance will be consistent with CCNPP Units 1 and 2 intake
structure.

Socioeconomic benefits accrue from capital expenditures as well as the increased number of
jobs created during construction and the additional spending the results. It is estimated that
peak construction workforce will exceed 3,900 full time equivalents. While it is difficult to

CCNPP Unit 3 10.0-38 Rev. 3
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ER Section 10.0 Environmental Consequence5 of the Proposed Actiong

predict the number of new jobs created for local county residents compared to those from.the
greater Washington D.C. area and beyond, it is clearthat spending will augment the regional
economy.

For example, it is estimated that for each dollar spent an additional $0.69 of indirect revenue
would be generated within the region of influence. However, the extent to which construction
workers temporarily relocate to Within a reasonable commuting distance, will place some
added pressure on the availability of housing and public services. No disproportionate impact
on minority orlowincome populations is expected since no specific minority populations.were
found to exist in.Calvert County and St. Mary's County andonly one of 55 census groups in St.
Mary's County contained a low-income population. None were, found in Calvert County.

During construction a total of approximately.410 households would moveinto Calvert County
and 135 into St. Mary's (ER Section 5.8.22). The total number of individuals (CCNPP Unit 3
construction and operations workforce) would increase by about 2,466 in Calvert County and
834 in St. Mary's. This influx may impact various public service institutions, such as fire, EMS,
education and recreational facilities. However, as a percentage, the increase in population is
small and existing Comprehensive County Plans are in place to address the needs of an
expanding population base.

Construction workers onsite will receive some radiation dose from the continued operation of
CCNPP Units 1 and 2. Doses were calculated based on exposure to direct radiation, gaseous
effluents and liquid effluents; Total collective dose during the construction period from all
onsite sources is calculated to be approximately 14.6 person-rem (0.146 person-Sieverts). The
annual maximum dose was calculatedto be 38.8 mrem per yr (388 pSv/yr) compared to the
public dose criteria of 100 mrem/yr year (1,000 pSv/yr).

In summary, the construction of CCNPP Unit 3 will not result in long-term cumulative impacts
that are inconsistent with existing land use. Activities that occur during construction will be
managed using best management practices and compliance with applicable regulations to
limit both short-term and long-term adverse impacts. Furthermore, impacts will cease
following completion of CCNPP Unit 3 and efforts made to reclaim those areas not required for
operations.1

1.0.5.2 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS OF OPERATIONS

(Potential cumulative adverse impacts from operations include the'withdrawal of water from
the Chesapeake Bay, discharge-of cooling tower blowdown, radiological dose consequences,
waste generation, noisefrom the new hybrid cooling tower and socioeconomic changes. Each
of these potential impacts is discussed below:

Because CCNPP Unit 3 will utilize closed-cycle cooling, the.amount of cooling water withdrawn
from the Chesapeake Bay will be significantly reduced below that required for once-through
cooling. The CWS cooling tower is a circular, wet-dry type, mechanical draft tower with drift
eliminators, and is approximately 164 ft (50 m) high. It is estimated that the CCNPP Unit 3 CWS
will withdraw approximately 34,800 gpm (143,00 Ipm) on average to replace evaporative loss,
drift, and blowdown from the one mechanical draft cooling tower. Blowdown from the CWS to
the retention basin, and ultimately to the Chesapeake Bay will be approximately 17,400 gpm
(65,700 Ipm). Maximum CWS cooling water makeup demand is approximately 40,400 gpm
(153,080 Ipm).

The ESWS will utilize closed-cycle cooling, and will have.4 mechanical draft cooling towers. The
ESWS cooling towers will each be rectilinear structures, 96 ft (29 m)-high, by 60 ft (18.3 m) long,
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ER Section 10.0 Erivironniental Consequences of the Proposed Actiong

by 6O ft (183 m) wide. The ESWS cooling towers will typically be supplied with fresh water
makeup from storage tanks that are supplied from a desalinization plant. Makeup flow to the
ESWS cooling towers during normal operations will be approximately 1,880 gpm (7,100 1pm).
Blowdown from the ESWS cooling towers will be routed to the retention basin, and ultimately
the Chesapeake Bay, and will be approximately 940 gpm. Maximum ESWS cooling water
makeup demand is approximately 3,764 gpm (14,248 Ipm)..

Physical impacts of cooling system water withdrawal could include alteration of site hydrology
in the immediate vicinity of the intakes structures. Previous hydrodynamic modeling for
CCNPP Units 1 .and.2 indicated that their operation would represent less than 1% of tidal flow.
Since the amount of cooling water to be used for CCNPP Unit 3 is a small fraction of the intake
flow from CCNPP Units 1 and 2, there should be no incremental cumulative adverse impact to
the Chesapeake Bay hydrology.

Aquatic impacts attributable to operation of the CCNPP Unit 3 intake structures and cooling
water systems include impingement of organisms on the traveling screens and entrainment of
fish and invertebrate eggs and larvae within the cooling system. Use of closed-cycle cooling
systems at CCNPP Unit 3 will significantly reduce these impacts compared to power plants that
operate open-cycle (once-through). In addition, CCNPP Unit 3 will incorporate additional
design criteria to limit impingement including intake approach velocities to less than 0.5 ft/sec.
(0.15 m/sec).

Although some small a mount of entrainment.will occur, studies indicate that the CCNPP site
area is not .aspawning area for key species of commercial or recreational value, and that
:entrainment at CCNPP Units 1 and.2 has not resulted in detectable changes in population
levels. Further, the dominant species that occur in the CCNPP site area of the Chesapeake Bay
have.not been identified as requiring habitat protection.

Blowdown from the cooling towers; is returned to the Chesapeake Bay through a submerged
mu Iti-port diffuser.. The temperature of this discharge will be several degrees above ambient
creating a small thermal plume.. Modeling of this plume shows that its size and distribution will
meet all State water quality criteria and will be sufficiently small that it is unlikely to cause
impacts to marine benthos or motile organisms migrating through the area.

Included in the blowdown discharge are chemicals used in biocide treatment and in plant
process control. The concentrations discharged will be in conformance with National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit conditions andapplicable water quality criteria.
Further the amount of water being discharge from the closed-cycle system will be small
compared to tidal flow.such that concentrations of chemicals discharged will rapidly disperse.
Solids will be allowed time for settlement and chmical treatment in an onsite retention basin,
if required.

Because the use of closed-cyclecooling Will limit cooling water requirements, the incremental
impact from operation of CCNPP:Unit3 should not result in cumulative adverseecological
impacts.

Excess heat within the CWS will be dissipated to the environment using a hybrid mechanical
draft cooling tower with drift eliminators installed, No visible plume is created when a portion
of the cooling water evaporates as it leaves.the tower and undergoes partial condensation.
Fogging is predicted to occur most frequently onsite and is expected to occur less than 38
hours annually in the vicinity of the cooling.towers, reaching the site boundary less than 8
hours annually. Icing is likely to occur most frequently onsite, and is estimated to occur less
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ER Section 10,0 Environmental Consequence5 of the Proposed Actiong

than 2 hours in all directions on an annual basis. Cloud shadowing is predicted to occur for 38
hours during the spring season, and a total of 113 hours annually on Maryland State Highway
2/4. The relative small size of the four ESWS towers is not expected to contribute to offsite
impacts.

Salt deposition from CWS cooling tower operations will occur since the source of makeup water
is the Chesapeake Bay. The extent of deposition will be limited through installation of drift
eliminators that restrict the amount and size of water particles released from the tower. Model
predictions indicate that the maximum salt deposition from the condenser cooling water tower
is expected to be below NUREG-1 555 (NRC, 1999) significance levels for possible vegetation
damage.

While the new cooling towers to be installed and operated as part of the CCNPP Unit 3
closed-cycle cooling water system will create a visible plume, the cumulative impact offsite is
expected to vary by season and, primarily bea function of viewpoint.

Elevated temperatures within cooling tower systems are known to promote the growth of
thermophilic bacteria such as Legionella sp., amoeba such as Naegleria sp., and fungi.
Thermophilic organisms are typically associated with freshwater and the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) has linked health issues to power plants that use cooling ponds, lakes and
canals, and that discharge to small rivers. Given that Chesapeake Bay water withdrawn to
supply the CWS cooling toweris mesohaline (salinity between 5 to 18 parts per thousand), the
growth and dispersion of thermophilic organisms from the CWS cooling tower is not expected
to create a public health issue at CCNPP Unit 3.

Makeup water for the ESWS cooling towers will be supplied by a desalinization plant. Biocide
treatment will limit the propagation and dispersal of thermophilic organisms in this system
including the four small mechanical ESWS cooling towers. Blowdown will combine with the
saline discharge of the CWS cooling towerprior to its discharge to the Chesapeake Bay.

Cumulative impacts on land use and the terrestrial environment are expected to be minimal
given that the final footprint of the CCNPP Unit 3 structures will be permanently established
following construction and no new transmission corridors offsite will be required. Sensitive
onsite species that require protection include the bald eagle.

Terrestrial vegetative and faunal species that are critical to structure and function have been
identified and will be managed within the Site Management Program. Implementation of the
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan will also serve to limit future impacts of erosion and
inadvertent releases from industrial activities onsite.

Bird mortality from collision is a concern particularly at sites where tall structures such as
natural draft cooling towers extend will beyond the tree canopy. The CWS cooling tower to be
installed for CCNPP Unit 3 is a low-profile design that will extend 164 ft (50 m) above ground.
This compares to the height of a natural draft tower that is typically in excess of 400 ft (122 m).

The sources of noise from operations include the switchyard, transformers, cooling towers and
traffic. A baseline noise survey of existing conditions showed that there was no observed
offsite audible noise from the operation of CCNPP Units 1 and 2. A modeled prediction of noise
fromthe new CCNPP Unit 3 cooling towers shows that day and n ighttime noise levels beyond
the site boundary will be below maximum allowable levels. Traffic noise will be limited to
normal work day business hours during shift changes. Noise from the new onsite switchyard
and transformers will be similar to that currently associated with CCNPP Units 1 and 2. Taken
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ER Section 10.0 Environmental Cunsequences of Lhe Proposed Acbong

together, the additionall noise associated with CCNPP Unit 3 is not expected to alter predictions
that noise levels offsite will not represent an adverse cumulative impact.

Air emissions are limited by U.S. EPA standards and permits as well as by OSHA worker health

based standards. The primary sources of operational related emissions are the four emergency
diesel generators and two station blackout diesel generators. Periodic testing of the diesels is
required to ensure their operability. The diesel generator engines are designed to meet the
increasingly stringent emission standards.

Additional emissions reductions from the diesel generators will be achieved through the
purchase of low sulfur fuels. Carbon dioxide production will be limited to that small amount

attributed to testing of the diesel generators. By contrast, CCNPP Unit 3 operation would avoid
the emission of a pproximately 1,731,000 CO2e (CO2 equivalent) from coal combustion and
565,000 CO 2e from natural gas combustion.

Exposure of the general public to radiation from the operation of CCNPP Unit 3 is a function of
meteorology, relative location, population density, land use practices, harvest and
consumption of food sources, as well as the allowable radiological release limits. Dose

consequences result from liquid and gaseous releases and from direct radiation. Each of these.
potential pathways has been analyzed to ensure that applicable public health exposure limits
are met.

In addition, the potential dose from the operation of CCNPP Unit 3 has been combined with
that predicted for CCNPP Units 1 and 2. Results show that applicable NRC exposure limits are

met, and that while there will be dose consequences resulting from operationof CCNPP Unit 3,
exposure will remain within applicable limits and will not represent an adverse cumulative
impact.

Conservative estimates of radiological dose to biota also demonstrate that exposure to key
selected species should result in no observable effects. An existing long-term radiological
monitoring program will continueto verify that doseconsequences to the general public are as
low as reasonably achievable (ALARA).

The uranium fuel cycle will contribute to cumulative impacts from fuel production,
transportation, storage and disposal. Related environmental impacts are attributed to land and
water use, electnical consumption, chemical effluents, radioactive effluents and waste

generation. Thecumulative impacts from each of these: sources has been reviewed based on

an NRC mandated comparative assessment detailed in 10 CFR 51.51 (a) (CFR, 2007).

Non-radioactive and mixed-wastes will be produced during CCNPP Unit 3 operations. Typically

these consist of recyclables, solid waste debris, and sewage. Cumulative impacts will be
managed through implementation of waste minimization practices including the procurement
process, allocation of material for work, storage and recycling. Wastes that can not be recycled

will be stored and disposed in accordance with applicable state and federal hazardous and
non-hazardous waste regulations, and at licensed liquid and solid waste disposal locations.
Properly sized and designed onsite facilities for storage will be provided and procedures put in
place to deal with potential spills and emergencyresponse.

Socioeconomic.impacts (benefits) from long-term CCNPP Unit 3 operation result from the
increased operational work force, facility taxes, and generation of competitively priced

electricity. Approximately 363 additional employees will be required to support CCNPP Unit 3

operations. Most of these employees are expected to reside primarily withinCalvert County
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ER Seection 1 0.0 Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Actiong

and St. Mary's County.. The CCNPP Unit 3 workforce will result in increased indirect
employment of approximately 1,400 jobs or.about 1.9% of the existing two-county work force.

An overall increase in population is expected as families relocate; acquire housing and utilize

public services. It is estimated that the additional workforce will increase population within
Calvert County and St. Mary's County by approximately 2,500 people compared to the existing

160,774 people. An analysis of available housing suggests that adequate supply is currently
available to support the influx of operational employees.

Although some existing police, fire, EMS, and school districts are operating at, or near, capacity,

operation of CCNPP Unit 3 would only add 545 direct and indirect households to the region of
influence. Representatives of these agencies have indicated that this limited addition would
either have no or small impact and would not require mitigation.

While there will bean overall socioeconomic benefit from the operation of CCNPP Unit 3, the
cumulative impact, as a percentage, appears to be small. Further, because there are no
minority populations prevalent in the area and only one small low-income population in St.
Mary's County, there should be no disproportionate impact on these groups.

As described in Section 2.8, several projects have been identified within the CCNPP site area

that may contribute to cumulative socioeconomic and environmental impacts. Dominion LNG
is planning to expand the Cove Point Liquid Natural Gas Plant located approximately 3.6 mi

(5.8 kin) south of the CCNPP site. Construction is expected to be completed in 2008. Impacts
include construction related activities, use of additional land for on and offsite infrastructure
including pipeline expansion, increased shippingi emissions from additional onsite power

generation and noise. In addition, approximately 38 new employees will be added to the
operational workforce. Potential construction and operational impacts have been reviewed
and mitigation measures identified (FERC, 2006).

In addition to expansion of the Dominion LNG facility, additional -electrical capacity is being
installed at two locations in the CCNPP site region. Two combustion turbine generating units

are being added in Easton, Maryland and two at the Chalk Point Generating Station.

Since construction of the LNG facility is to be completed in 2008, there should be limited if any

overlap in activities that might impact planned activitiesat CCNPP Unit 3. Operation of the LNG
facility and the addition of additional electrical capacity in Easton and at Chalk Point will

contribute to increased emissions but these facilitieswill be required to meet air quality
standards. As a result, the cumulative impacts of these projects should be small.)

10.5.3 CUMULATIVE IMPACTS SUMMARY

{The potential adverse short-term and long-term impacts from the construction and operation
of CCNPP Unit 3 have been identified and actions to mitigate those impacts proposed.

Activities to be undertaken during construction and operation of CCNPP Unit 3 areconsistent
with those currently in place for CCNPP Units 1 and 2. Except for the construction footprint,
available land use and the terrestrial environmental will remain unchanged.

Operation of the new unit will require the use of certain natural resources including water

withdrawal from the Chesapeake Bay for cooling and will result in the release of process
gaseous, liquid and solid wastes, all in conformance with applicable Local, State,:and Federal

permit requirements and standards. Economic benefits accrue from capital expenditures,

additional tax revenue and the jobs created during construction and operation. The
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ER. Section .10.0 Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Actiong

environmental assessment demonstrates that cumulative adverse impacts to the vicinity and
to the region will be small.}

10.5,4 REFERENCES

{CFR, 2007. Title 10, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 5i, Environmental Protection
Regulations for Domestic Licensing and Related Regulatory Functions, 2007.

FERC, 2006. Final EIS Dominion Cove Point LNG Project Expansion, Docket Nos. CPOS-310-000
et al., U.S. Federal EnergyRegulatory Commission, April28, 2006, Webslte:
www.ferc.gov/industries/tng/enviro/eis/04-28-06-els-cove.asp, Date accessed: May 26,2006

NRC, 1999. Standard Review Plans for Environmental Reviews for Nuclear Power Plants,
NUREG-1 555, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 1999.}
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FSAR Section 2.2

Conservative assumptions were used in both ALOHA analyses with regard to meteorological
inputs and identified scenarios. The following meteorological assumptions were used as inputs

to the computer model, ALOHA: Pasquill stability class F (stable), with a windspeed of 1 m/sec;
ambient temperature of 25°C; relative humidity 50%; cloud cover 50%; and an atmospheric
pressure of I atmosphere. Pasquill Stability class F represents the most limiting 5% of
meteorological conditions observed at a majority of nuclear plant sites. For each of the
identified chemicals, it was conservatively assumed that the entire contents of the vessel
leaked forming a 1 cm thick puddle. This provides a significant surface area to maximize
evaporation and the formation of a vaporcloud.

{Ammonium hydroxide was analyzed across a. spectrum of meteorological conditions.

The analyzed effects of flammable vapor clouds and vapor cloud explosions from internal and

external sources are summarized inTable 2.2-9 andare described in the following sections
relative to the release source.)

Pipelines

IThe DCPLNG facility operates a pipeline corridor thatpasses within the vicinity of the CCNPP
site. At its closest distance, this pipeline passes within approximately 1.54mi (2.48 kin) of
CCNPP Unit 3.

The.Maryland Power Plant Research Program:commissioned an independent risk study(i.e.,
hazard study) that addressed the overall risk from the facility and pipetine'(MD NR, 2006).

Looking specifically at the rupture.of the gas pipeline, the study Indicates that the frequency of
occurrence is 3160E-3 for the existing site. (based on 13.1 mi (21.1 km) of existing gasexport
pipeline) and 7A8E-3 for the expanded site (based on 13.1. mi (21.1 km) of existing and 14.1 mi
(22.7 km) of new gas export pipeline).

The safe distance for exposure to thermal consequences resulting from a rupture of the gas
pipeline or for jet fires is.2,362 ft (720 m), or 0A5 mi:(0.72 km). The safe distance is identified as
the maximum distance where thermal radiation heat flux exceeds 10,000 Btu/hr-sq ft (980
kJ/hr-sq m). At a thermal flux of 10,000 Btu/hr-sq ft (980 kJ/hr-sq m), a h igh thermal dose is

achieved rapidly, offering little chance of escape for exposed individuals. The maximum. range

for flash fires is 722 ft(220 m), or 0.14 mi (0.22 km),.and is measured as the distanceto the LFL
(MDNR, 2006).

Both the jet fire and flash fire safe distances are significantly less than the distance from the

pipeline to the CCNPP.site. Therefore, a flammable vapor cloud ignition or explosion from a
rupture in the DCPLNG pipeline would not adversely affect operation of CCNPP.Unit 3. The
results of flammable vapor cloud ignition analyses are.summarized in Table 2.2-9.1

Waterway Traffic

{CCNPP Unit 3 is located about 1,000 ft (305 m) from the west bank of the Chesapeake Bay. The

plausible chemicals identified for further analysis due to their capability of forming a vapor
cloud with delayed ignition and possibly exploding are: gasoline; benzene; toluene; ammonia;

and liquefied natural gas. Despite its poor ability.to ignite, anhydrous ammonia:is
conservatively evaluated as a potential flammable vapor cloud. Studies have demonstrated

that an arnmonia-air mixture does not ignite at less than 1562GF (ANSI, 1989). If spilled,
ammonia would immediately vaporize and form a vapor cloud at a rate far greater than
gasoline, benzene or toluene.
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As detailed in Section 2.2.2.4.2, the DCPLNG facility operates a liquefied natural gas facility with
an offshore terminal located approximately 3.2 mi (5.2 kin) south of the CCNPP site. It is
estimated that approximately 90 LNG tankers per year currentlytransit the Chesapeake Bay to
the DCPLNG terminal. With the planned expansion of the DCPLNG facility, nearly 200 LNG
tankers per year will transit the Bay to this facility. Section 2.2.3 addresses the overall risks
associated with the DCPLNG facility for-both the current and planned expansion, including its
terminal, to the CCNPP site (MDNR, 2006).

The specific hazards associated with LNG tankers in the vicinity of the CCNPP site are presented
in Table 2.2-9. The greatest consequence range presented, 13,943 ft (4,250 m), or 2.64 mi (4.25
kin), was for the scenario where a total loss of LNG tanker inventory occurred, This maximum
range is less than the distancefrom the postulated accident siteto the CCNPP site. It is also less
than the 3A mi (5.5 km) exclusion zone the U.S. Coast Guard committed to establish for LNG
tankers in the vicinity of the CCNPP site (NRC, 2004b).

An analysis was conducted.forthe remaining identified hazardous materials, gasoline,.benzene,
toluene, and ammonia. The conservative methodology presented in Section 2.2.3.1was used
to determine the distance the formed vapor cloud could travel prior to ignition (the lower
flamability limit (LFL) boundary) utilizing the ALOHA dispersion modeling. The maximum
quantity of gasoline, benzene and toluene spilled on the water was assumed to be 5.2 million
pounds (24 million kg) (CRS, 2005). Forthese cases, the maximum allowable surface area of the
spill that ALOHA would allow 31,400 m 2 (337,987 ft2) was used.

Using data from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for the Port of Baltimore, the quantity of
ammonia transported annually in proximity to the CCNPP site-is 2.0 million pounds (0.9 million
kg) (USACE, 2004a) (USACE, 2004b). The frequency of transport was not available;
consequently, it was conservatively assumed that the entire 2.0 million pounds (0.9 million kg)
was transported in one shipment and released.

For the analysis of ammonia, a partition coefficient of 0.6 was applied to the 2.0 million pounds
(0.9 million kg) to account for the high rate at which ammonia dissolves in water as:ALOHA
does not account for this phenomena (Raj, 1974). The quantityof ammonia assumed in the
analysis of distance to the LFL and the minimum separation distance (i.e., safe distance) was 1.2
million pounds (0.54 million kg).

For the Identified chemicals, the distances to the LFL, which is the safe distance for: gasoline,
1,464 ft (446 in); benzene, 2,373 ft (723 m); toluene, 1,515 ft (462 m); and ammonia, 6,864 ft

(2,092 m). Each of these distances is less than the minimum distance to the nearest safety
related CCNPP Unit 3 structure from a probable release point on a navigable portion of the
Chesapeake' Bay. Therefore, a flammable vapor cloud with the possibility of ignition from a
transported hazardous material on.the Chesapeake Bay, would not adversely affect the safe
operation of CCNPP Unit 3.1

Additionally, because each of the identified.chemicals has the potential to explode, a vapor
cloud explosion analysis was performed as describedin Section 2.2.3.1.2. The results of the
vapor cloud explosion analysis indicate that the safe distances, the minimum distances, with
drift taken into consideration, required for an explosion to have less than a 1 psi (6.9 kPa) peak
incident pressure, are less than the shortest distance to the nearest safety related structure for

CCNPP:Unit 3, the intake structure, and a probable release point on the Chesapeake Bay. The
safe distance for gasoline is 3,312 ft (1,009 m); for benzene, 4,437 ft (1,352 m); for toluene, 3,003
ft (915 m); and for ammonia, 10,032 ft (3,058 in). (Table 2.2-9) Therefore, a flammable vapor
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Calvert Cliffs 3 Project, LLC and UniStar Nuclear Operating Services, LLC
Revision 1 - January 20, 2009

Question 13

A description of the relative extent of the public and private need for the proposed
project.

RESPONSE

Section 8.4 of the Calvert Cliffs (CCNPP) Unit 3 Environmental Report (ER) provides a
description of the relative extent of the public and private need for the proposed project.
As stated in Section 8.4, the Maryland Public Service Commission (PSC) has concluded
that there is a need for new capacity and that the need for in-state generating capacity is
increasing rapidly. A copy of Section II, Electricity Industry in Maryland, of the PSC's
Electric Supply Adequacy Report of 2007 is attached. Additionally, given Maryland
State concerns about climate change and carbon emissions, CCNPP Unit 3 serves
another important need by reducing carbon emissions in Maryland. Also, the current
national policy is to develop ways to reduce dependence on fossil fuels. New baseload
nuclear generating capacity is required to enhance U.S. energy supply diversity and
energy security, a key National Energy Policy objective.

SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE

ER Section 8.4 of CCNPP Unit 3 COLA, Revision 3 is attached.



ER Section 8.0 Need for Power

8.4 ASSESSMENT OF NEED FOR POWER

{ln assessing the costs and benefits of the project, NUREG-1 555, "Standard Review Plan for
Environmental Reviews of Nuclear Power Plants" (ESRP) 8.4 (NRC, 1999), provides the following
review criterion:

If a need-for-power analysis conducted by or for one or more relevant regions affected by
the proposed plant concludes there is a need for new generating capacity, that finding
should be given great weight provided that the analysis was systematic, comprehensive,
subject to confirmation, and responsive to forecast uncertainty.

Although this criterion does not show a need for baseload capacity, it does demonstrate a
need for new capacity that is independent of type. This criterion, coupled with an
affirmative indication that there is a need for baseload capacity, justifies a baseload
addition within the time span determined by the ... forecast analysis.

8.4.1 ASSESSMENT OF THE NEED FOR NEW CAPACITY

As the Maryland Public Service Commission (PSC) noted in its latest adequacy supply report
(MDPSC, 2007), the need for in-state generating capacity is increasing rapidly. The PSC
assessed the following factors as contributing to its growing concern about reliability and
power supply:

* Maryland's growing reliance on imported electricity.

* Need for infrastructure additions and new transmission.

* Energy efficiency, wholesale, and retail opportunities.

Maryland's Growing Reliance on Imported Electricity

Maryland's dependence on out-of-state generation resources will likely increase over the next 5
to 10 years because of both growth in electricity demand and the possible de-rating or
retirement of existing generating units. Both Maryland utilities and PJM are forecasting
electricity demand to grow by between 1% and 2% per year. Military base realignments,
proximity to the national capital, Maryland's attractive port facilities, its central location in the
Atlantic economic corridor, and Maryland's attractiveness as a recreational destination lends
credence to these forecasts.

Need for Infrastructure Additions and New Transmission

Further contributing to uncertainty in the power supply adequacy outlook is that over the next
10 years only a small number of new electricity generators will likely be built in Maryland. In
2003 the PSC granted a CPCN for a new 640 MWe generating unit to be built at the Doubs
substation near Frederick, Maryland; however, the site developer has taken no action to initiate
construction, and no prospective action appears to be likely.

As described in Section 2.8.6, the only other significant baseload generation plants in the PJM
generation project queue are the addition of two combustion turbine generating units at an
existing power plant near Easton, Maryland, and the addition of four combustion turbine
generating units at an existing power plant near Eagle Harbor, Maryland. These units, even if
built, would not provide sufficient baseload generating capacity to alleviate current generating
capacity shortfalls in the region and future demand growth without reliance on additional new
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ER Section 8.0 Need for Power

baseload generating capacity. The proposed CCNPP Unit 3, if licensed and built in a timely
fashion, would enter service in 2015 at the earliest.

In addition, federal and Maryland regulations requiretsharp reductions in sulfur dioxide, nitrous
oxide, and mercury emissions from fossil-fired generating plants. Some of the older generating
units may have difficulty in satisfying the stricter emission limits, or may be unable to satisfy
them at all. If they are unable to comply, it is possible they would discontinue operations.

I

Even units that achieve compliance may see net energy output reduced because of parasitic
losses associated with operation of the emission control equipment. Other states in PJM have
also put in place strict air emission requirements, with similar potential effects on fossil-fired
generating units. Maryland has also joined the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI),
which will place further limitations on fossil-fueled generation.

Energy Efficiency, Wholesale, and Retail Opportunities

More efficient use of electricity is occurring in Maryland. Electricity demand growth has been
moderate despite strong economic growth. Since restructuring legislation was implemented,
electric consumption in Maryland has increased at an average annual rate of 2.5%. The recent
increase in wholesale electricity rates will likely reduce this rate of electric load growth. Both
the Maryland utilities and PJM are forecasting that, over the next 10 years, electricity demand
growth will be about 1.5% per year. Regional efforts under PJM, such as load response
programs to encourage consumers to voluntarily reduce consumption, also contribute to
efficiency. The long-term objective of these efficiency programs is to establish market
conditions so that demand response and generation are, in effect, competing with one another
(MDPSC, 2007).)

8.4.2 OTHER BENEFITS OF NEW NUCLEAR CAPACITY

The guidance in NUREG-1 555 (NRC, 1999) allows for an applicant to assess the need for the
proposed facility on other grounds. The following criteria suggest the continuing benefits of,
and the need for, a new nuclear baseload generating facility in the state independent of the
need for power:

* The relevant region's need to diversify sources of energy (e.g., using a mix of nuclear
fuel and coal for baseload generation).

Although new generation should be-sufficient to meet established reliability criteria
within the region, the PSC is concerned about the lack of fuel diversity exhibited by
generation additions. Combustion turbine capacity in eastern PJM is expected to
remain the predominant source of quickly built generation for at least the next 5 years.
Natural gas prices have of course risen sharply in recent years and remain volatile.

In the PJM region, many projects have been withdrawn because of unsatisfactory profit
forecasts, general financial market instability, and, more recently, the much higher fuel
costs for gas-fired plants, making them less economical to operate (MDPSC, 2002). The
addition of new nuclear would help diversify the fuel mix and reduce dependence on
gas-fired plants.

* The potential to reduce the average cost of electricity to consumers.

The PSC and the Power Plant Research Program (PPRP) of the Maryland Department of
Natural Resources (MDNR) note that the potential for new power generation to
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increase availability to in-state consumers is essential to ensure reliability and a robust
competitive market. The addition of a new nuclear plant to Maryland's electricity
supply would provide an additional source of baseload power that would help stabilize
the cost of electricity for consumers.

* The national need to reduce reliance on fossil fuels generally and increase energy
security.

The current national policy is to develop ways to reduce dependence on fossil fuels.
New baseload nuclear generating capacity is required to enhance U.S. energy supply
diversity and energy security, a key National Energy Policy (NEP) objective (WH, 2001).
The national policy in support of new nuclear is also apparent in Nuclear Power 2010,
which is a joint government/industry cost-shared effort to identify sites for new nuclear
plants, develop and bring to market advanced nuclear plant technologies, evaluate the
business case for building new nuclear power plants, and demonstrate untested
regulatory processes (DOE, 2007). The Energy Policy Act of 2005 (PL, 2005) also
encourages needed investment in the national energy infrastructure, helps boost
electric reliability, and promotes a diverse mix of fuels, including nuclear, to generate
electricity. The Energy Policy Act of 2005 includes a number of provisions that directly
encourage the development of new nuclear facilities, including the following:

* Authorizes construction cost-overrun support of up to $2 billion total for up to six
new nuclear power plants;

* Authorizes a production tax credit of up to $125 million total per year, estimated at
1.8 USC/kWh during the first eight years of operation for the first 6000 MW of new
nuclear capacity;

* Authorizes a loan guarantee program to support advanced nuclear energy
facilities.

The addition of nuclear baseload power to the nation's electricity supply supports
national policy objectives and increases energy security.

Other recent national policy statements assert the benefits of baseload capacity that
reduces GHG, including nuclear power. The concern over GHG, and the resulting
climate change, has triggered a number of policy trends:

* During the 1 09th Congress, both houses of the U.S. Congress introduced resolutions
calling for a national program of carbon reduction (USC, 2006) (USS, 2006).

* Several states, including Maryland, have joined regional GHG initiatives (MD, 2007).
In addition to the RGGI, several western states have likewise joined the trend
(WCGGWI, 2004). California has recently passed stringent requirements in order to
curtail GHG (CAB, 2007).

* The 11 0 th Congress continues its exploration of legislation that would limit carbon
emissions in the U.S. Known as "cap and trade" legislation, the legislation seeks to
bring carbon emissions down through a series of industry caps and trading
strategies (USS, 2007b).
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Costs of climate change have also triggered concerns about the economic effects of
continuing carbon emission growth. The following examples highlight the growing
concern in the U.S.:

* A British study reviewed by the U.S. Senate notes that unabated climate change will
sharply affect economic systems globally, ultimately costing more than 20 percent
annually of gross domestic product by the year 2050 (USS, 2007a).

* U.S. economic reviews of the British study support it with "high confidence" (Yohe,
2007)!'

Because nuclear power plants do not produce significant GHG emissions, the addition of
nuclear baseload power to the nation's electricity supply supports national policy
objectives and furthers national efforts to reduce GHG emissions.

* The Maryland need to reduce reliance on fossil fuels generally.

The state recently placed drastic limits on emissions from coal- and natural gas-fired
plants. The Maryland Healthy Air Act (MDE, 2006) will provide larger reductions in NOx,
S02, and mercury in a faster timeframe than the federal Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR)
and Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR). The Maryland Healthy Air Act prohibits Maryland
power plants from acquiring out-of-state emissions allowances (trading credits) in lieu
of adding pollution controls locally.

Maryland has also recently joined RGGI to combat state reliance on fossil fuels, as well
as to reduce greenhouse gases (GHG). RGGI is a cap-and-trade program to control
carbon dioxide emissions and is aimed primarily at'reducing carbon dioxide pollution
through a mandatory emissions cap on the electric generating sector, coupled with a
market-based trading program (MD, 2007).

Because nuclear power plants do not produce significant GHG emissions, new nuclear
plants provide the benefits of baseload power without the environmental costs of
other fossil-fueled facilities. The addition of nuclear baseload power to Maryland's
electricity supply supports state policy objectives and furthers state programs that aim
to reduce GHG emissions.

8.4.3 SUMMARY OF NEED FOR POWER

In summary:

* The State of Maryland has a well-defined, systematic, and comprehensive resource
monitoring, assessment, and reporting process that reviews the State's resources and
growing demand for additional baseload capacity, eliminating the need for additional
NRC review.

* The Maryland PSC has concluded that there is a need for new baseload capacity, and
this conclusion has been given "great weight;' herein as allowed for by the guidance in
NUREG-1 555 (NRC, 1999).

* The Maryland PSC/PPRP/CPCN process gives NRC assurance that construction would
not proceed without the State's due consideration of the project's impact on supply
adequacy and on the stability and reliability of the electric system in the state.
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* The growing demand for new capacity shows benefits to be derived from CCNPP
Unit 3.

* Given State concerns about climate change and carbon emissions, CCNPP Unit 3 serves
another important need by reducing carbon emissions in Maryland. The new plant will
offset significant amounts of carbon, as compared to a coal-fired generating plant.

A Decreased reliance on fossil fuels.

* The potential to reduce the average cost of electricity to consumers by increasing
availability of low cost power generation to in-state consumers through the
competitive marketplace.

* Improved diversity of the sources of energy relied upon for baseload generation.

Section 9.2 discusses the viability of various baseload energy alternatives. Section 10.4 further
reviews the costs and benefits of CCNPP Unit 3.)
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